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Abstract  
China and its economic development is today something that affects us all in one way or 

another. Through economic expansion Chinese companies starts to be an important player on 

the global scene. They are getting an international competitor, co-operating with foreign 

companies and it has the latest year been heavily invested in by foreign financiers.        

Conversely, according to recent research a vast majority of the experts claims that the Chinese 

companies’ financial reporting disclosure holds a low quality. That these financial reports 

include plentiful falsified information is disturbing the market and prevents shareholders a fair 

and free view of the companies, it also reduces the control possibilities. Voices have been 

raised demanding changes to ensure a higher FRQ in the future. But to find the right actions 

and point out needed changes, the first requirement is finding the roots behind the presumed 

low FRQ. Experts’ point at different directions, comprising of nine main underlying reasons 

that are primarily considered affecting the FRQ in negative matters. These nine explanations 

will be evaluated against each other in this thesis to find out where the main focus needs to be 

to prevent future falsified financial statements. The nine reasons where it is claimed that 

China are lacking are:  

- Legal system 

- Education 

- Pressure 

- Political impact 

- Ownership structure  

- Auditing 

- Low Business ethics 

- Tax avoidance  

- Cost reduction 

This thesis finds that the main underlying reasons behind Chinese firms’ falsified financial 

stamen are: (1) Pressure – that influences managers and is a great incentive for earnings 

management. (2) Political impact – the political impact seem to have a substantial negative 

influence on companies FRQ. (3) Ownership structure – low transparency and hierarchal 

business structures appears to be biggest problems within the corporate governance. (4) Low 

business ethics – a too corrupt and non-moral business structure threatens the integrity of the 

financial reports. (5) Tax avoidance – the unwillingness to pay taxes makes many companies 

reduce earnings or hide sales to avoid value added tax (VAT). (6) Cost reduction – The high 

endeavor to keep costs down might in many cases also bring effects on the quality of 

disclosed material.  

Keywords: Financial reporting quality (FRQ), China, Accounting problem, Fraud, 

Misleading behavior, Accounting standards, Audit Quality, Corporate governance, Business 

ethics and Education.  
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1.0 Introduction 
The introduction chapter provides the outline of the research as well as the problem 

background. It also includes the research question and the purpose of the study. Limitation of 

the study, disclose definition of key terms and disposition of the thesis are also found in the 

introduction. 

1.1 Introduction background  

China is in many ways a very interesting case when looking at financial statements quality 

and its effects on the market. Since 1978 when the country started their economic reforms 

until today China has had one of the fastest growing economies in the world (Swedish 

embassy, 2012). China is presently the second biggest economy in the world with a GDP of 

$11.29 trillion in 2011 (CIA, 2012). What is taking place in their economy today affects the 

whole world.  

Through economic development Chinese companies starts to be an important player in the 

global scene. They are getting more visual internationally, co-operating and competing with 

foreign companies and has the latest year been very popular for outside investments (Chunhui 

et al., 2011). Today the country does not only produce cheap labor intensive goods but are 

also competing internationally with high-tech and knowledge based services (Swedish 

embassy, 2012). For only a bit more than three decades ago the whole country including all 

companies, was owned by the communist one-party government. Today the country has the 

world’s second biggest market value of publicly traded companies and the company’s 

performance affects investors all over the world (Chunhui et al., 2011, p.2). It is therefore 

very disturbing both domestically and internationally when share prices and fundamental 

value has not been linked when it comes to Chinese listed companies (Allen et al., 2005; 

Johansson 2010). This is an indication that the market does not trust the presented financial 

statements by the companies (Allen et al., 2005).  

Even though the Chinese companies have had a tremendous upswing the latest years it has 

been voices raised against a highly deficient reporting and disclosure quality among Chinese 

companies. There are neither trustworthy figures on how spread the biased financial reporting 

is nor any calculations on the costs it brings. However, unanimously experts agree that the 

problem is vastly spread in China.      

1.2 Problem background  
False financial statements (FFS) have for a long time been a serious problem for many Asian 

countries. Many researchers have found out that the problem definitely also include China 

(Chunhui et al., 2011). To find out how well spread the problem was the Chinese Ministry of 

Finance (CMOF) organized several investigations between 1999 and 2001, from many of the 

inspections the answer was highly disturbing. Inspection bulletin nr. 5 found among 159 

investigated companies that: 147 provided untrue total assets, 155 provided untrue 

shareholders’ equities, and 157 provided untrue incomes. The proportion of falsified amount 

comprised 0.95%, 1.82% and 33.4%, respectively.  Inspection bulletin nr. 7 found out among 
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their 320 investigated companies an accumulated falsified income of RMB 3,51 billion. 

CMOF could conclude that this might only be the “tip of the iceberg.” (Bai et al., 2008, p.2). 

How many accounting scandals there really is in China is hard to say, officially there has been 

100 reported accounting scandals between 1998 and 2008, however according to calculations 

from Hong Kong Corporate Governance Council (Bai et al., 2008, p.3-5) it could be so low as 

1% “caught and punished” of the total companies committing material misleading financial 

statements; that would imply that as high as 10,000 companies are producing financial reports 

at a fraud level.  Hwa et al. (2005) did also find in their research on Chinese companies 

between 1996 and 1998 that managers in quiet extensive numbers used below-the-line 

transactions and income increasing accounting to meet targets.    

Lately the problem has still been a challenging part of the Chinese economy. The Chinese 

government did in 2011 publicly go out and admitting that the country has accounting 

problems, this when the state security regulators in June 28 admitted flaws and frauds in many 

reports. In the acknowledgment they were mostly concerned about the big number of Chinese 

companies misbehaving in the North American market (Investor's Business Daily, 2011). At 

this time over half of the law suites in N. America 2011 caused by accounting fraud were 

towards Chinese companies (Dena, 2011).  

The Chinese companies listed abroad have been the one’s mostly being in the spotlight for 

biased financial reporting the latest years. However this already alarming situation with high 

numbers of frauds could be even more common within China. Even though there is a lack of 

trustworthy data inside China researchers believes that the misstated financial reports are 

expected to be even more extensive domestically (Jones, 2011, p.163). Between 1999 and 

2005, 25% of the listed Chinese companies admitted poor quality in their financial reports no 

less than one of the years during that time (Wang & Wu, 2011).   

1.3 Research question  
My research question is based on previous literature suggested low FRQ in China and the lack 

of literature trying to find the underlying reasons for this behavior.  

What are the underlying reasons for the assumed low financial reporting quality (FRQ) 

in China? 

By answering and understanding the reasons behind low FRQ in China I am aiming to also be 

able to describe:  

What can be done in China to develop the financial reporting in the future? 
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1.4 Purpose of the Study 
Sine China is affecting the whole world it is important to understand the market we are all 

involved in. Lately there has been fairly conclusive evidence that the Chinese FRQ is low. 

However the explanation to why and what to do about it has not been studied enough yet. 

This study aims to fill this gap.  

By explaining the underlying reasons for low FRQ you can get a better understanding of the 

present problem. With a wider view and better understanding of where these problems derives 

from it is easier to prevent the problem from its source.       

The purpose of this study is also to fill the gap in literature regarding why companies in a 

country with such an exceptional economic development still are deficient in their financial 

reporting. China is an exceptional example with distinctive presuppositions compared to other 

nations. Governance, economy and culture differs a lot from more investigated “western” 

countries and where in this can we find the reasons behind the assumed low FRQ .    

1.5 Limitation of Study  

 This research will only be based on respondents from Shanghai, Beijing and Jiangsu 

due to limited time and cost.  

 Data sampling will only be based on two focus groups: English speaking respondents 

and Chinese speaking respondents. No consideration of age, gender, income or social 

status will be taken in to account.  

 The limitation of focus for bad FRQ will be focused on the nine presented reasons.  

 Language barriers might be a problem that can be taken in to account. Three languages 

has mainly been used to collect this data; English, Chinese (mandarin) and Swedish. 

Some meanings and underlying values might have got lost in translation.       

1.6 Definition of Key Terms  
Financial Reporting Quality (FRQ): FRQ can be categorized as the quality of the disclosed 

financial information from a company. With high FRQ outside stakeholders can easily see, 

understand and create a fair picture of the company’s financial status.  

Accounting: The processes of transforming reproducing the entity in to financial reports 

financial information.  

Audit: The control of the accounted data.  To prevent agency cost, ensure the legal necessities 

and uphold required demands from outside owners in the firms produced financial reports. 

Auditor: An auditor is an authorized white-collar worker that holds the required skill in 

regard of education and experience to audit an entities financial statement. 

Fraud: When managers in good conscious revels false financial information of material 

nature.    
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International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS): The international legal standards for 

accounting and auditing. IFRS are regulated by International Accounting Standards Board 

(IASB) and are the most widely spread accounting standard around the world. The version of 

IFRS used in China is often referred to as Accounting Standards for Business Enterprises 

(ASBE). 

Business ethic: Professionals act on what, based on high morals and principles, are seen as 

the correct action. Business ethics can also be explained as no unspoken laws to create a more 

equal and fair business society.   

1.7 Disposition  
The rest of my research study will be structured as follows: 

Chapter 2 (Methodology): This chapter represents the methodology choice of this research 

study. The chapter will explain chosen strategy and method for data collection in this thesis. 

Chapter 3 (Theoretical Framework): In this chapter I will review relevant existing 

literature and by that limit my thesis to this referred framework. Consequently, the theoretic 

will be related to the findings and by that conclusions will be drawn. 

Chapter 4 (Empirical Study and Findings): This chapter will present the empirical findings 

from collected data. The finding will give the respondents view of reality and will help draw 

empirical conclusions. 

Chapter 5 (Analysis): This analysis chapter will deal with empirical findings as a ground and 

will with help from the theoretical framework form an analysis that can provide vivid results 

to the research question.   

Chapter 6 (Conclusion and Recommendations): This chapter will answer the research 

question and draw overall conclusion for this study. Recommendations for further studies 

related to this subject matter will be disclosed. 

References: The complete reference list is included in this section. 

Appendix: The survey questions in English, the full survey result and position and industry 

of all quantitative survey respondents will all be presented in the appendix.  
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2. Methodology 
Methodology can be explained as the tools used to solve a problem and by that gain new 

knowledge. In this chapter I aim to present which methods I have chosen to use to collect 

needed empirical data. The intention of the methodology is to argue and insure that the 

collected data are collected correct and dependable and by that is reliable for the conclusion. 

The method explains how a researcher has chosen to look at the reality and by which means 

has this reality be reproduced in the research paper.         

2.1 Theory of science and hypothesis  
Everything that can help the researcher to achieve new knowledge is called methodology. 

(Holme, 1997, p.11-15). The methodology is a systematic way to present the researchers 

procedure to achieve his result. This will give the readers an understanding of how the survey 

has been done; she can evaluate the result, and even reproduce the survey by herself 

(Rienecker & Jörgensen 2000). 

There are two types approaches towards the reality you are investigating (Patel & Davidson 

2003, p.12-14). Positivism and hermeneutics, hermeneutics is more focused on understanding 

the human behavior with differs in time as well as every individual. This means that you 

cannot expect exactly the same result if you would perform the same survey at different 

places at the world or in different periods of time and expect the same result. I will in this 

research try to hold a hermeneutic view since this is an approach better fit for humane 

subjects such as economy, society and culture. Since this thesis is focusing on economy the 

hermeneutic view would be the best one to use for this thesis.  

As a contradiction to hermeneutics, positivism means that only facts you can acquire with 

your five senses and logical thinking is the only really knowledge that can be proven. 

Positivistic approach is better to use for natural sciences research (Eriksson & Widerheim 

2001, p.11).  But there is also some similarities between the two approaches, for example do 

they both start from already existing theory and then build on with empirical studies. The 

result of the empirical studies can later show if the researcher’s theory can be verified or be 

concluded as incorrect.  

2.2 Deduction, induction or abduction 
Deduction means that the researchers work with existing theories and by them draw 

conclusions about individual phenomenon (Andersen, 1998, p. 22). Some argue that a 

deductive way of studying would give a more objective research (Patel & Davidsson, 2003, 

p.23). This since the research is based on already existing theories and not the researches own 

theory that will put in more subjective interpretation.  

Another way to work with theory is in an inductive way, which means that the researches 

perform the survey without any linking to previous research in the field. This allows the 

researcher to create an analysis totally based on the empirical data she has collected without 

any influence from earlier theories. This theory will however almost all times not be objective 
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but will be affected by the subjective view. It is also very important that the researcher 

manage to gather enough information in his empirical research, since it is very hard to form 

your own theories based on a too narrow survey (Andersen, 1998, p.25).   

A third alternative could be to work abductive, this means that the scientist works with a 

combination of induction and deduction (Andersen, 1998, p26). The researcher looks at her 

case with the starting point from already existing theory from this the scientist then forms his 

own theoretical hypothesis. The researcher can later work more inductive when trying his 

theory in new cases to form a more general new hypothesis. 

In this thesis I will be starting to look at already existing research that will highlight some 

different reasons for the not so satisfaction FRQ. From this material I will try to find empirical 

evidence of their importance and relevance. I will do this by conducting both a quantitative 

study as well as a qualitative study. This to be able to both gets a more general view of the 

problems as well as a deeper and more knowledgeable understanding of every single problem. 

Since these different problems being handled I find it needed for this with both the general 

view from a quantitative study along with deeper understanding of the specific subjects by 

deeper going qualitative interviews.   

2.3 Primary data and secondary data  
Primary data is firsthand information that has been collected by the researcher that is 

performing the study. It is based on the principle that the scientist that wants to get to a result 

also is the one collecting the relevant records from a firsthand source. This provides more 

relevant data, is specific for its purpose and is fresh. Its disadvantages is that it is expensive 

both money wises and in time (Hollensen, 2007, p.145).     

Secondary data is already collected information that is documented usually in another purpose 

(Hollensen, 2007, p.146-148). The advantages by this kind of data is that it is time effective, 

cheap to use and easy to get a hold of. The disadvantages are that it might not be specific 

enough to get a right view of this subject, it might also be to general or not be as new as 

needed.  

I will mostly work with primary data in this thesis since the secondary information available 

at the moment is not enough to get a good picture of the problem. It is also historically hard to 

get reliable information in this subject which means that primary information is of great 

importance to assure a high degree of reliability. Due to limited time and resources secondary 

information might also be used but it will be tried being kept as limited as possible.     

2.4 Data Capture  
There is many various ways for a researcher to collect the needed information to able to get 

his question answered (Patel & Davidsson 2003, p.63). For example she can look at existing 

documents, create own tests, interviews and observations. What kind of data capture the 

scientist chooses to use depends on what kind of survey and question that she wants to be 

answered.  
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To capture data for the theoretical parts I have mostly used printed material. Articles from 

highly regarded academic journals such as: Journals of Asian Economies, Journals of 

accounting and economics, Journal of Accounting Research etc. I have also used books 

divided in to three categories, one category is the books focusing on China and the Chinese 

economy that will provide a good ground to get the background information. The other types 

of books are about economics focusing in fraud, errors and prevention of misstatements on a 

general basis. Many of the books have an accounting or auditing view on the problem and it 

will give the needed information of how errors in FRQ occur and how it should be prevented.  

The third type of books that has been used is books aiming to combine the two above 

mentioned topics. These books are trying to relate the problems that can occur when dealing 

with financial reporting and combined them to the Chinese contexture. I have additionally 

used one book from Geert Hofstede about cultural differences. News articles has also been an 

important source of the theoretical part, here I have tried to as much as possible only use new 

sources regarded as highly reliable such as Reuters, Forbes and BBC.     

Other media that have been used is internet pages that can provide fresher information and 

TV-news. 

In my empirical research I have used many different types of information sources. My 

qualitative interviews and quantitative survey has both been using first hand sources.  

2.4.1 Quantitative and Qualitative 

There is two ways that the data from a survey can be collected. This is either by qualitative or 

quantitative method (Patel & Davidsson, 2003, p.77).  

Quantitative survey imply that the scientist focus on analytical measurements of the collected 

data (Patel & Davidsson, 2003, p.77). Generally there are a bigger number of persons 

included in a qualitative survey in order to make the data more reliable and to include enough 

people to be able to statistically certify the survey. Questions usually used in quantitative 

surveys are such as “how many”, “who”, “where” and “how many”. The answer that the 

researcher gets from a quantitative study is often referred to as “hard data” since the answer 

usually can be turned in to numbers and statistics. The more precise and standardized 

questions however limit the respondents answers. It might also be hard getting a deeper 

understanding due to the limited possible answers. Quantitative methods can usually be used 

to generalize the findings and also have a high degree of objectivity (Trost, 2005, p.67).           

The qualitative research method on the other hand put less importance of the real 

measurements and instead focus on a deep understanding of the subject. This is usually 

performed by using deep going interviews. This method is based on the inductive view where 

the researcher bases the research on a real life problem and then divides it into smaller parts 

(Thurén, 1991, p.53). Usually questions like “how” and “why” is asked. This gives room for 

the respondent to answer more detailed and the researcher also have the possibility to go 

deeper in the discussion by relevant follow-up issues.  The kind of data collected by a 

qualitative method is called “soft data”  since it is seen as much softer than the more hard 
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number data that quantitative methods often provide (Sveningsson, 2009, p.60). The soft data 

also focus on a smaller number of individuals and there subjective view of the problem. This 

means according to Denscombe (2000, p. 397) that the qualitative studies cannot be used to 

generalize the findings. It merely means that the researcher have in detail has described the 

things that has been happening, reported and observed by the study. Denscombe (2000, p.367) 

shortly explain the advantages and disadvantages with qualitative studies as a good method to 

get a deep understanding of a subject but at the same time makes it hard to generalize in the 

same way as you can by using the quantitative method.         

In my survey I am going to focus on a quantitative study that will provide a good statistically 

informative and objective view on the problem. However due to the complexity of the 

problem and few earlier study and insufficient written material in the subject lead to a need 

for also including qualitative data collection. The quantitative study will as earlier mentioned 

limit the respondents answer and can prevent a deeper understanding of the subject. 

Something I do not want to do in this research for being able to really understand the result. 

This to get the deeper understanding of the result presented in the quantitative part of the 

thesis. The qualitative part can also show links and relations that will not be shown in the 

quantitative study. I want to be able to get a result that can be objective and give a deeper 

understanding of this problematic. So to be able to get a result that is both informative and 

with a new deeper understanding I believe that a mix of qualitative and quantitative data 

collection is the best way to go. A problem with the qualitative interview is also the 

subjectivity that will be limited by the experience of the respondent.          

Questionnaire and interviews has a lot of similarities in the way the researcher uses a method 

to get the result. Both are for example based on the respondents’ willingness to participate in 

the survey. It is also important in both methods to explain what the information will be used 

for as well as explain the objective of the survey (Patel & Davidsson, 2003 p. 69).  

So to sum up, my study will focus on a quantitative study with people with knowledge and 

experience that is suitable for the purpose of the thesis. This survey will be supported by a 

smaller number of qualitative interviews to provide a deeper understanding and easier find the 

correct correlations and conclusions from quantitative study.    

2.4.2 Qualitative interviews and Observations  

The three most common ways to make qualitative surveys is interviews, naturalistic 

observations and participantly observation (Bryman & Bell, 2005, p.58). Other less common 

ways is to do qualitative surveys is to do analysis of texts and other media to answer a 

theoretical question. When the researchers choose to work with qualitative surveys she is 

mostly interested in the respondents and their own values and views. 

Interviews with rectify persons is used to find out the answers to the theoretical question by 

analyzing and interpret.  The researcher can by using can by the right questions and a good 

analysis get a good and deep understanding of the question (Jacobsen, 2006, p.101). 
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Observation means that the researcher examines and observes humans in a specific situation 

(Jacobsen, 2006, p.105). The difference between naturalistic observations and participation 

observation is that in participating observations the researches is attending and participate in 

the in the observations. Both observations are however mostly used when the scientist wants 

to examines the human behavior in the specific situation.  

Since I do not want to study the behavior in a specific situation the two observation surveys 

will be excluded from this research. The interview will be used with a selected number of 

persons that can be able to provide relevant data and in detail answer the questions I have 

during this survey.  

2.4.3 Interviews  

There are many various types of qualitative interviews that can be performed, the questions 

can be open, theme focused or detailed. It is important that the researcher realize the impact 

he does on the respondents answers based on how the questions are asked. She needs to be 

able to use different types of questions, to in the best way possible get the respondents 

description of the phenomena as objective and deep as possible (Patel & Davidsson, 

2003,p.77-78).  

The structure of the interview can also be divided in a qualitative interview, usually the 

interview is semi structured or unstructured (Bryman & Bell, 2005, p.83). The unstructured 

interview can be explained as something similar to a conversation between the researcher and 

the respondent. Usually the researcher has one or a few prepared questions that she asks and 

then depending on the answer new questions will be formed during the interview. The things 

that come up and are of interest will have a deeper and further questioner to it. The researcher 

cannot beforehand see plan the questions that he will ask and the questions will in this way be 

more spontaneous and improvised (Bryman & Bell, 2005, p.83-85).   

If the researcher instead chooses to use a prepared questioner sheet she is using the semi 

structured interview method (Bryman & Bell, 2005, p.83). In the prepared interview guide 

arranged by the researcher there is some already established questions and subjects that she is 

hoping to find answer on by the interview. These questions are used as a ground for the 

interview and nothing that needs to be followed all the time during the interview. The 

possibility to go deeper and ask more about some interesting that is coming up during the 

interview is encouraged. This allows the researcher to still ask the improvised questions that 

usually comes up during an interview and the respondent has also the chance to freely connect 

and interpreted different questions. An important thing to think about when doing the semi 

structured interview is to out form the questioner on a way that covers all the subjects you 

want to find out but still also give possibilities to improvise and partly flow out from the pre-

plan.     

In my survey I have choose to do the qualitative interviews in a semi structured system. This 

due to the reasons that the different respondents are specialized in different small parts of the 

whole system and by that should have a superior knowledge about that part. Since I want to 
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make sure that I can cover all the parts, I always have a schemed plan of a number of 

questions that I am hoping to be answered specific for every interview. I also think that a 

more structured interview method will help me to structure and execute the interviews in a 

more satisfying way.  

I will before every meeting prepare the question structure so I know that all areas will be 

covered, however I will also try to leave a lot of possibilities to listen to the information being 

presented to me and continue in to these side tracks. This to make it possible to go deeper in 

to some parts where I believe that I have found some interesting needed to be more examined. 

I have also chosen to record all the interviews on a dictating machine, this to strengthen my 

reality plus guaranty that I will not miss anything.  

The interviews will be performed in two languages, English and Chinese. Since my 

proficiency both of them is high I do not think that the language choice will have any bigger 

impact on the outcome from the interview. It should be noted that there is differences in the 

languages and sometimes meanings can be changed or get lost in translation. The choice of 

language depends on the respondent’s knowledge level and the most understandable language 

that the two of us can communicate without the meaning being lost. Since Swedish is my 

mother tongue I personally think that it is the most preferable language to use for all 

interviews, however the Swedish knowledge is limited among the respondents and most of 

them will be speaking English or Chinese (mandarin) in the interviews.  

2.4.4 Questionnaire study 

A survey means that the researcher usually uses a bigger number of people to get the survey 

material. The big difference from interviews is not only the higher number of respondents but 

also more limited answer variables. Usually questions like “what, where, when and how “ is 

answered here. Surveys are also used in situations that can be generalized, that means that the 

result can be applicable on bigger parts of the individuals (preferably all of them). If it cannot 

include all of these individuals the question should always be asked if survey is the right 

method to get a trustworthy result.  The researcher can also choose to limit her group of 

individuals that should be examined e.g. limit it in age, sex, work etc. so the questions can fit 

bigger parts of the group (Patel & Davidsson, 2003, p.54). 

The questioner to this survey has been produced in discussion with the supervisor. The 

program used to conduct the quantitative survey has been Enalyzer that have ensured the 

professional and statistical insurance of the survey. This program have enabled the survey to 

be performed online on the respondents own computers but also by my digital mobile tablet 

that have ensured that the survey has been able to be done anywhere with an internet 

connection has been available during this whole survey time for my device.  For all questions 

in English as well as Chinese please see appendix. 

2.4.5 Anonymity and confidential 

The difference between the two is that surveys/interviews made anonymously do not include 

name, number or any chance of identifying the respondent. Confidential however means that 
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the researcher knows how the respondent is with reference to a number. The confidentiality 

means that only the researcher have the respondents’ information and will not share it with 

anyone. In the paper it will not be obvious how the respondent is.  The list of numbers and 

who they refer to is something the researcher needs to destroy when the thesis is finished to 

ensure that no external persons can get hold of the information (Patel & Davidsson, 2003, p. 

70).   

In this thesis the questioner study will be done with total anonymity of the respondents. The 

qualitative interviews will however be confidential, this due to the differentiation and 

specialization of the respondents that requires to be divided individual to provide magnitude 

to the answers. The choice of keeping all respondents anonymous/confidential is to ensure 

that they can feel free to answer as honest as possible without any liability towards readers on 

their subjective views.  

2.4.6 Standardization and structure of the questions 

In a Survey the questions should preferably be standardized in a specific order, then we also 

need to structure the questions to decide how much own interpretation the respondent can 

have of the questions.  If it is a questioner with standardized questions and already prepared 

answer alternative, the structure and standardization is high. If there is a high degree of 

structure but low degree of standardization it will be like questioner that a doctor asks his 

patient, called focused interviews. If both are low it will be like the questions that are used in 

qualitative studies where the result needs to be analyzed (Patel & Davidsson, 2003, p.72).    

When it comes to how to ask the questions the researcher should try to avoid asking: too long 

questions, leading questions, double questions, presupposed questions, where for questions.    

In this thesis questioner I will use a high degree of structure and also a high degree of 

standardization. The answers will be fixed and the structure of how the questions are asked is 

based on five point scale where 1 are indicating small problems in the respondents’ view 

while 5 indicates very big problems influencing the FRQ negative. This is to get the most 

suitable method for a quantitative study and the best method if you want the answers to be 

representative for a bigger group. In addition the qualitative studies provide a good analytical 

result so for the questioner the most important result is to get a statistically significant 

outcome.   The questions are asked as statements that can be grade from a 1-5 scale. This 

gives the respondent the chance of agree or not agree to the statement without the questions 

being leading in anyway. It will be a grading system on the asked questions.   

2.4.7 Quantitative revision  

The numbers used in a quantitative study becomes statistics. The statistic can either be used to 

test a hypothesis or to describe a phenomenon. No matter which of the two the researcher is 

examine he should try to get the result as general as possible. This means that we want to be 

able to transfer the result to all comparable people. By doing a judgment sample we can 

generalize to a bigger part of the population. This means that the revision of quantitative 

studies will give a wider rather than a deeper understanding of the subject. It also provides an 
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understanding that more easily can be translated into general terms and explains more wide-

ranging complications.    

There are many different types of ranges that can be used in the statistics, for example 

nominal range divides the measured values in to categories such as man/women, ordinal range 

put the measurement in a specific order; first, second and third etc. Interquartile range 

provides a specific order to the measured variables and at the same time provides the 

opportunity to study the differences between the measurements when they all are having the 

same fixed distance between the measured numbers.     

I am going to use an interquartile range in this project. This since I want to be able to both 

relate the different matters to each other on a scale were the distance between them can be 

measured correctly but also being able to measure them in an specific order.   

2.5 Sample  
When choosing the group of people to do a survey on the researcher can either choose 

randomly in a controlled way to make the sample a statistical reliable sample or she can select 

the sample to get the respondents most suitable for the survey (Sveningsson, 2003, p.45). In 

general the selected sample group is more common in qualitative studies while the randomly 

selection is more used in quantitative studies.  

Since this study is having both a quantitative and qualitative study the sample issue has been 

discussed a lot. I have finally decided to go with a selected sample group. This mostly since I 

want to make sure that the respondents all are aware of the problem and might have the 

knowledge that is needed to understand the problem. Another problem with the general 

selection in China is that the country still is not as “liberal” when it comes to freedom of 

speech as many devolved countries. This has led to earlier surveys by me in the country with 

a low ration of actuality in the responses from the unselected respondents. Due to this reasons 

I fell that a lower number of respondents but with a high degree of trustworthiness can still 

bring an as accurate picture of the problem as a bigger quantity of respondents in the 

quantitative survey. 

All these respondents has been subjectively selected by me, however I have tried to form an 

as general representative group as possible when selecting the group.  I have tried to also get a 

geographical, age, gender and income spread of the interview objects. To my help I have also 

tried to discuss the selection with objective persons that have helped me to select an as broad 

and general selection group as possible. The selection had its limitations due to the limited 

time for the survey which means that the selected sample group only has been picked from 

three areas in China: Shanghai, Beijing and Jiangsu.    

Except for the geography I have manage to have a good spread on the respondents for both 

the quantitate as well as the qualitative study with a big spread in line of business, income, 

age, field of study and earlier bad/good encounter with financial reports. A requirement of all 
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respondents is a work that in one or another way includes handling financial reports and a 

good understanding of the financial statements.   

2.5.1 Snowball sampling, quota sampling, convenience sampling and stratified 

sampling 

Bryman & Bell (2005) explains Snowball sampling as a chain selection where the scientist 

starts with a few respondents and then linked to them or through them finds new interesting 

respondents.  

Quote sample is based on some quotes created by the researcher and then filled with 

respondents suitable for every quote. Every quote is labeled with special requirements on the 

respondents that would fit just that quote (Holme, 2007, p.185). 

Sometimes because of limited time or reluctant respondents the researcher can use the 

respondents easiest to find in her survey.  This is called convenience sampling since it is the 

easiest way to select the respondents (Holme, 2007, p.186).  

Stratified sampling is a sampling where the population embraces a number of distinct groups. 

These groups can be organized by categories into isolated "strata". Each stratum is then 

sampled as an independent sub-population where individuals can be randomly selected 

(Holme 2007, p.186). 

In my qualitative study I have tried to divide the different groups involved in producing and 

using financial reports. After dividing them into isolated sections I have randomly selected 

one respondent form each category to be a representative for their strata. This means that in 

this thesis qualitative study the stratified sampling has been used.  

In the quantitative study there has been a combination of quote sample, where I as the 

researcher, first have created quotas where I have tried to fill the quotas with respondents. 

Due to a lower than expected response rate on this survey way I have also in the end used the 

snowball sampling to collect a better measurable number of responses from the quantitative 

study.        

2.6 Data revision  
The data revision varies a lot from qualitative and quantitative studies.  

When it comes to analyze of qualitative studies the most important thing is to analyze and 

understand a whole bigger picture (Patel & Davidsson, 2003, p.109). This means that a big 

emphasis is put on the researcher and his implementation of the work. The researcher is 

however restrained by the data she has collected. So the researcher uses literature, articles and 

reports but mostly interviews to create an answer on the theoretical thesis.     

Since the quantitative study is trying to get a general explanation to the problem the focus on 

the result should by that be as general as possible.  The data can in figures describe the 

assembled information. Usually this way of by using figures as the explaining tool is called 
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descriptive statistics. The researcher can chose to use a nominal range which divides the 

measurements into categories such as man/women. She can also use ordinal range which 

ranks the measurements usually in place e.g. first, second and third. Interquartile range is 

ranking the measurements just like the ordinal range but also measure the alterations between 

all measured objects (Patel & Davidsson, 2003, p. 13). The variation between the variables 

can be either be discrete or continuous.  The discrete variable can only display integers while 

the continuous method can show all values within the measured interval, how narrow is up to 

the researcher.           

To this thesis descriptive statistics I will use an interquartile range since I need to both be able 

to rank and measure the difference between the different variables. The result will be show in 

pretty narrow measured intervals and could go even deeper which is a symptom of the 

continuous method. I have however chosen to round of the measurement at three decimals, 

this since that provides a good over view of the result with measurable differences.      

2.7 Validity and reliability  
Validity aims to assure that the researches are measuring the correct and relevant data to the 

subject they are examine. To be able to prove that survey really uses right questions and right 

measurements at the right time (Bryman & Bell, 2005, p.49). It can also be described as the 

assurance that the questions being constructed in a way that gives the respondent the 

possibility to answer the question in a satisfying way for the survey. That also means that the 

validity can be harder to measure if the most important part is the respondent’s subjective 

view, feelings, or experiences (Denscombe, 2000, p. 301). Validity is something that needs to 

be thought of and that covers the whole research project (Patel & Davidsson, 2003, p.98).    

Reliability is based on dependability, that the measurement and answers can be trusted. If the 

reliability is low the result will be based on false assumptions in addition to analyze is based 

on errors in the responses. Reliability can also be disturbed due to misinterpretation between 

the researcher and respondent (Bryman & Bell, 2005, p.134). Reliability needs to be put into 

the unique situation during the specific research, in comparison with validity that needs to 

cover the whole project (Patel & Davidsson, 2003, p.99). This also means that a respondent 

can change opinion between two interviews without his reliability holding less credibility due 

to that. If the resent circumstances have made him change his mind.  

Validity and reliability is closely linked, a researcher cannot have one and not the other of the 

two if she wants a trustworthy result. There are three rules of thumb that are used to talk about 

when discussing validity and reliability. The first one is “High reliability is no assurances for 

high validity.” An often used example for that assumption is when IQ is measured by 

measuring circuit of a head. This gives a high reliability but no understanding on the 

measurements of IQ. That shows how reliability can be very high but validity is still very low. 

The second rule of thumb is that “Low reliability gives low validity.” The third and last rule 

of thumb is “Total reliability is a presumption for total validity.” (Patel & Davidsson, 2003, 

p.99)        
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For quantitative studies the validity and reliability are extremely important by testing the 

validity and reliability you can see if the result holds a reliable validity as well as reliability.  

On way to perform this test is to conclude the tests several times and compare the result, 

researchers can also perform a T-test. This survey has performed a T-test matching the 

English respondents with the Chinese speaking respondents the formula that have been used is 

T 
 
 
 

√ 

 . Where 
 
  is the sample mean between the Matrix 1 (English respondents) and Matrix 

2 (Chinese respondents). σ is the population derivation and   is the sample size. In this survey 

T= 0,0707 which is an indication that the two sample groups have provided a small difference 

in the answers between each other which is a good indication of high validity as well as 

reliability.  

For a qualitative study validity and reliability is in much based on a guarantee that the 

researcher has collected the data on an honest and systematic way. But it also about the logic 

analysis used by the researcher: “is the data used in the correct way and can the logical 

assumptions really be drawn?” (Patel & Davidsson, 2003, p.98).     

To control the reliability in this research the researcher has tried to select a reliable and widely 

spread of respondents. The interviews will also be recorded which means we can “save” 

reality and re-listen to parts to get the correct conclusion on how the respondent should be 

interpreted.   

Just like Patel & Davidsson (2003,p.100-102) suggest, will all the qualitative respondents be 

able to read and review before it is published. For the quantitative respondents I will try to 

provide so that most of them will be able to read and review the work before published. I will 

also make sure to separate the suggestions and reactions from the respondents between the 

quantitative and qualitative ones, to ensure that their comments are relevant for their 

contribution of the work. However I will not publish the work until everybody involved has 

agreed upon that the thesis is ok for publishing. This is called communicative validity 

(Decombe, 2000) and is important for me as a researcher to be able to provide an as fair and 

trustworthy result as possible.  

2.8 Personal frame of references  
The personal references are the sum of all the experience, knowledge, theory and models that 

the researcher from the beginning already possesses in advance of the work starts (Lekvall & 

Wahlbin, 1993, p.204). The work will in bigger parts be performed within the limitations of 

the personal references of the researcher, only things that by accident are found outside this 

frame of reference will be included in the work. This also means that the personal references 

frame limits and affect the operation and outcome of the study.         

As a researcher I am well aware of the effects that my frame of reference might bring to the 

work. I am also aware of the problem that I cannot completely exclude my subjective values 

in this study. This since all researchers can only form understandings and draw conclusions 

from their own knowledge and views, all formed by an objective understanding. The 
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subjective frame of reference will affect my limitations and what parts I am going to highlight 

in the study.       

2.9 List of respondents in the qualitative study  
Below follows the list of the respondents that have been participating in the qualitative study. 

Position and industry have been included but nothing more because of the anonymity that this 

thesis has guaranteed the respondents.  

Table 1.1: List of respondents in the qualitative study.  

Alias  Position Industry 

A Client Manager Bank 

B Investor evaluator Investor/ holding 

C 
Chief internal 
accountant Logistic 

D Analyst  Finance 

E Auditor Audit 

F Manager PR 

G Manager Tax authority 

H Investor Relations  IT 

I Owner Media 
 

2.10 Declaration of Conflicting Interests 
The author declared no potential conflicts of interest with respect to the research, authorship, 

and/or publication of this article. 
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3.0 Theoretical framework  
In this chapter are the theories for this thesis being presented. These theories are the 

limitation where the researcher will be kept within. Theories and references from earlier 

research provide a simplified depiction of reality whom makes it easier to understand and 

analyze the collected data. The theories in this chapter are mainly of three sorts: Economical 

theory, theories around China and theories aiming to explain the assumed low FRQ in China.    

3.1 Economic theory  

3.1.1 Why do we use financial reporting? 

A companies operation is reproduced in Balance sheet, income statement and other financial 

reports. All these documentation are together usually called the company’s financial reporting 

and is a good and informative way in presenting the companies operational performance. This 

documents is essential for all stakeholders to get an over view of the company and to be able 

to make the right decisions (Eilifsen et al., 2012, p.135). There is many users of an enterprise 

financial information, example of the most common stakeholders that is interested in the 

company’s financial report are: owners, management, customers, government, creditors, 

suppliers and employees.  To give example of usage for financial reports the owner (investor) 

wants to know how the company is performing to be able to separate good investments from 

bad investments, management needs to know the situation the company is in to be able to 

make accurate decisions, a credit institution needs to make sure that they can get the money 

back that they borrow to the company and a supplier wants to make sure that the company can 

pay for delivered products. The quality of accounting disclosure plays a critical role in 

maintaining an efficient capital market.  

3.1.2 Fraud 

3.1.2.1 What is Fraud?  

According to Skalak et. al. (2011, p.2-4) fraud can be divided into four basic elements:  

1. A false representation of material nature  

2. Knowledge that is presented is false or in difference from the truth  

3. The people receiving the information justified and reasonably believe in it.  

4. The fraud results in financial damage.   

Something that should be kept in mind is that many of the so called accounting scandals 

amounted to exceptionally aggressive, misleading and questionable accounting rather than 

downright fraud.  This due to unclear rules and sometimes even contradicting standards. 

Sometimes the big accounting scandals and frauds that have shaken the world have been legal 

(like big parts of the Enron case). By unclear rules or loopholes creative accounting has been 

possible and legal to manipulate earnings (O’Gara, 2004, p.24).  

The business system has occasionally rewarded the management to such an extent that it has 

conflicted with the normal view on financial reports and corporate governance. Due to this 
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management has tried to stretch, and in some cases, gone beyond the point of elasticity. 

Pincus et al. (2007, p.198) established that earnings management is the main phenomenon 

international behind the accrual variance in financial reports.   

3.1.2.2 Fraud for and against organization  

There are primary two types of fraud: (1) is the fraud made for personal gains and interests 

against the organization, often called fraud against the organization. (2) Management 

committing fraud for the benefit of (for) the organization. It is easy to see the difference 

between the two however the fraud for the organization usually also include personal gains 

for the people involved (O’Gara, 2004, p. 27, 33 &71). 

O’Gara (2004, p. 27, 33 &71) claims that fraud against the organization are usually things 

such as corruption and asset misappropriation. Fraudulent financial reporting is one of the 

most common seen phenomena of for organization frauds. Other frauds for organization are 

various types of bribery, corruption and money laundry. According to Association of Certified 

Fraud Examiners (ACFE) the financial reporting fraud stood for 5% of the total numbers of 

frauds in USA 2002. But since the financial reporting fraud generally is bigger than other 

frauds so it stands for 11% of the frauds in monetary terms.    

3.1.3 Cost of financial statement fraud   

The cost of financial statement frauds in China is almost impossible to calculate, information 

like this is usually neither available nor trustworthy enough. However frauds usually start in 

small scale with a smaller misstatement that then later grows by time in to a full-blown fraud. 

In Razaee & Riley’s (2010, p.13) book it is also assumed to be around 400 billion US dollars 

a year only in the US. However the cost of fraud is hard to determine and can only be 

estimated but researchers have concluded that the fraud creates following problems (Razaee 

& Riley, 2010, p.31):  

- Undermines the quality and integrity of the financial reporting process.  

- Jeopardize the integrity and objectivity of the auditing profession. 

- Weakens the confidence of capital markets, as well as market participants, in the reliability 

of financial information.  

- Makes the capital market less efficient.   

- Can result in huge litigation costs.  

- Makes the capital market less efficient. 

- Personal high costs with destroyed careers of people involved in frauds both managers and 

auditors.  

- Can force companies in to bankruptcies or sustainable economic losses for the company. 

- Encourage excessive regulatory intervention. 

- Will cause damage in the everyday operation and performance of alleged companies.         

3.1.4 Model of earnings management  

Degeorge et al. (1999, p.11) tried to explain the earnings management by having a starting 

point that management have the incentives to maintain positive earnings over time. This leads 
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to two conflicting ideas. (1) the short-run incentive to report positive profit and (2) the 

incentive to store profits to in the long-run be able to prevent possible future losses.      

 

Figure 3.1: Model of earnings management  

Source: Degeorge et al. (1999, p12) 

In this figure, the horizontal axis represents original earnings and the vertical axis represents 

earnings management. If the company makes significant positive profits this year they might 

want to save it for a losses in upcoming years. The management will “store” some profits and 

by that is using negative earnings management (EF). 

If however a company has negative profits then the management will, for helping the firm, 

manage the books by manipulate depreciation, inventories, accounts receivable, and non-

operating earnings to present positive earnings (CD).   

A third possibility is that the original profits are significantly negative (AB) to an extent that 

plausible earnings management is unable to force the profits into the positive region. Then the 

management has the incentives to “store” earnings and hope to use them upcoming years to 

produce a positive return then (Degeorge et al., 1999, p. 12). 

3.1.5 Who is committing fraud 

In USA 58% of the reported frauds were committed by non-managerial employees, 30% by 

managers and the last 12% is frauds performed by owners/executives. Even if the biggest 

numbers of fraud is made by non-managerial if the total frauds is recalculated to money worth 

frauds made by managers and executives 16 times bigger than those used by employees 

(Assosiation of Certified Fraud Examiners [ACFE], 2012). Treadway Commission’s 

Committee of Sponsoring Organizations (COSO) 1999 report on 11 years of fraudulent 

financial reporting indicated that the CEO and/or CFO were involved in 83% of the frauds of 

financial reports.  

The type of frauds is also different, non-managerial fraud usually involves taking advantages 

of internal control weaknesses while managerial fraud mostly involves using power. Since 

possess significant control is an important ingredients to be able to arrange for big frauds 
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during longer period, the major frauds is committed by managers in the company (O’Gara, 

2004, p.3). O’Gara (2004, p. 4) is also sure that the: “Financial-reporting fraud occurs at the 

top of the organization and is committed by senior management.” In this conclusion it can be 

drawn that operational managers is more involved in “off the books” frauds while 

administrative managers more use “on the book” records such as asset misappropriations.   

When misconduct is committed by managers there have been some managerial and business 

profiles that should indicate higher possibilities of fraud. Manager believing that even though 

fraud is detected they will not get prosecuted for it, managers committing fraud is usually 

much more visible and in need of boosting their ego as an manifestation of their power, 

significant middle man is present in or around the organization, more common in 

decentralized and antonymous units of the company where the local manager had a high 

control, companies with bad internal control, suspicious amounts of some transactions 

controlled by the manager (O’Gara, 2004, p.22)        

3.1.6 Information problem 

The information problem is a famous accounting theory first presented in 1970 by George. A. 

Åkerlöf. The theory has found a problem with in many companies where the entrepreneur 

(manager) has superior knowledge of the company and its performance compared to other 

stakeholders. If the entrepreneur will set the value of his performances himself it will led to a 

“information asymmetries” where good businesses will be undervalued and bad businesses 

will be overvalued (Åkerlöf, 1970, p.500). This will lead to problems with optimal recourse 

allocation and the need for an objective valuation of every business is needed.  

3.1.7 Agency problem 

Jensen and Meckling’s (1976) were two of the first ones following Åkerlöf (1970) in the 

agency theory study and confirmed his theory of the agency problem between outside owners 

and inside entrepreneurs. An agency cost may occur when investors do not play an active role 

in the company (Collins et al. 2004, p.36). Caused by the information problem (Åkerlöf, 1970, 

p.488) the management have a better knowledge of the company than the external/passive 

owner, this leads to a theoretical incentives for the manager to expropriate capital and by that 

creating an agency problem (Healy & Palupu, 2001, p.51). This means that the manager has 

the possibility to deceive investors by using his superior knowledge about the operation for 

personal gains rather than the interest of the investor since the two parties may have different 

objectives (Collins et al. 2004, 375). This means that there is a conflict of interest between the 

agents’ (managers) and the principals’ (owners) where their personal incentives and goals 

differ. There should also be noted that the agency problem is also applicable to the 

management-creditor relationship (Eilifsen et al., 2012).       

3.1.8 Audit 

There are two parts of reproducing the entity in to financial reports (Eilifsen et al., 2012), the 

first step is the process usually referred to as accounting. The second step is control of the 

process to ensure the entity being rightly reproduced, called auditing. To be able to provide 

satisfying financial tools for all the stakeholders, the accounting needs to be provided by 
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skilled and good educated accountants, it would also need internal control to reduce risks of 

misstatements in the process. The auditor should be an external high skilled professional that 

could perform an objective and fair control of the company.  

3.1.8.1 Audit Quality  

To ensure quality, give a fairly cheap control/risk reduction of the company and reduce 

material misstatements in financial reports an objective outside expert is used. These experts 

are monitoring a company’s operation and how it is being translated into financial reports to 

ensure that everything is being presented in a fair way and not twisted due to the conflict of 

interest between the managers and other stakeholders (Eilifsen et al., 2012). Francis (2004, p. 

1) try to conclude what audit quality is and how it should be measured. The audit quality can 

be measured in outright audit failures rates, this is a good way to see the exact number of big 

failures that occurred during the chosen time of study. Audit failures is resulting in an audited 

statement that still potential can mislead stakeholders and can occur due in two circumstances: 

general accounting principles is not enforced during the audit or auditors fails to issue a 

modified/qualified audit report.  

Another way to look at audit quality is that auditors can either issue a clean report when 

actually the company’s report includes material misstatements and should according to 

auditing standards be followed by a modified audit report (false positive). The other way 

around is that the auditor issue a growing concern for a company when they actually should 

issue a clean report (false negative). It is assumed that the false negative in many cases can 

lead to self-fulfilling prophecies and will lead to an aggravated economic situation for the 

company (Francis, 2004, p.5).   

Francis (2004, p.16) has concluded what we know about audit quality with a few points:  

- Auditing is relative inexpensive. 

- Outright audit failures with material economic consequences are very infrequent. 

- Audit reports are informative, despite the presence of false positive and negatives. 

- Audit quality is positively associated with earnings quality. 

- Audit quality is affected by legal regimes and the incentives they create. 

- There is evidence of differential audit quality by Big 4 firms and industry experts, and 

differential audit quality across individual offices of Big 4 firms and across different legal 

regimes; Public confidence in auditing is important. 

On a country level view of audit quality, it is shown audit quality is higher for client 

companies located in countries with a more developed audit profession. Even though 

modified audit reports are more commonly issued in China than developed countries (Firth et 

al., 2011, p.3), the audit quality is significantly lower than developed countries (Bai et al., 

2008, p.4). Michas (2011 p.27) also finds that emerging counties are in greater need of audit 

professional development to be able to provide a higher audit quality. He also conclude that 

emerging countries overall has a lower audit quality than developed countries.  
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There is many audit companies in China. Small firms usually have voluntary audit. However 

all companies with foreign investments (Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macau included as foreign 

investment), listed companies and companies that got over 10 million RMB in capital are 

forced to use auditors according to Chinese laws. Smaller companies also need to be audited 

if the company only has one single owner or the company has within the last three years been 

suspected to produce untrue financial reports. Some industries also have audit requirement 

which mean that all companies in this industry needs to have an independent audit, example 

on those kind of industries are: Insurance, finance, banking and most types of investment 

companies (Baidu, 2012). The audit report needs to be signed by two certified people. To be 

certified the person needs to hold a valid Certified Public Accountant (CPA). Usually these 

two people are the operation manager and the account manager that signs the audit report 

(interview with respondent E, auditor, 15 March 2012).   

3.1.8.2 Audit independence  

It has long been acknowledged independence is one of an auditor’s greatest professional 

assets and that any negligence on an auditor’s part will leave the auditor open to severe 

penalties in the form of loss of reputation (Owens, 1941). Independence is hard to explain in 

short words but is often referred to as an state of mind where the auditors and the audited 

entity do not hold any financial, social or personal relations that might have effect on the 

auditors’ integrity (International Ethics Standards Board of Accountants [IESBA], 2012). 

A study made by Chu et al. (2011) argues that auditor independence in China might be 

lacking. They conclude that there is a possibility that listed firms “buy” external auditors’ co-

operation to manipulate earnings when faced with the threat of delisting. Nevertheless 11% 

(much higher than in UK’s 2.96% and other East Asian economies average 2.01%) of the 

listed firms in China received modified audit reports mostly as a result of low financial 

reporting quality. The economic consequences in China for a company receiving a modified 

audit report is comparatively restrained, the borrowing was not affected by the modified audit 

report, and companies received more money from prior shareholders after receiving modified 

audit reports compared to companies with clean audit reports (Lin et al., 2011, p.1 and 18).   

3.1.9 Accounting 

3.1.9.1 Different kinds of accounting manipulations and errors  

There are according to Schilt (2002, p.61) seven commonly recurring manipulation and errors 

made in accounting: (1) Recording revenue before it is earned; (2) Creating fictitious revenue; 

(3) Boosting profits with non-recurring transactions; (4) Shifting current expenses to a later 

period; (5) Failing to record or disclose liabilities; (6) Shifting current income to a later period 

and (7) Shifting future expenses to an earlier period. The first five tricks intention is to boost 

current year earnings and the last two move current-year earnings to the future in order to 

create an impression of steady income year after year. 
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3.1.9.1 The false financial statement affect both the income statement and balance 

sheet 

Bai et al. (2008, p. 12) is trying to explain how false financial statements, no matter if it is 

there by manipulation or error, will affect the whole report. Overstating revenue would 

mutually increase account receivables and/or cash, as well as the other way around. This 

higher income will raise the shareholders equity since shareholders equity is mostly based on 

income. If the companies on the other hand choose to underestimate expenses it would jointly 

raise cash or inventory accounts, this would lead to overstated total assets. This flowchart of 

FFS is a good explanation on how a misstatement has effect on the whole report.  

  

Figure 3.2: Flowchart of FFS 

Source: Bai et al., 2008, Flowchart of FFS, p.13 

3.2 China 

3.2.1. Cultural aspects  

According to Hofstedes that have been studying countries from five perspectives and graded 

93 countries on a scale from 1-120 (Hofstede, 1991). The most recent Chinese mark was 

(Hofstede, 2012):  

- Power Distance (80), a society with high power distance that means that there is no 

defense against power abuse by superiors, individuals are influenced by formal 

authority and sanctions and people should not have aspirations beyond their rank.  

- Individualism (20). Highly collective score means that people are acting upon the 

groups interest more than themselves. This is mostly linked to family in China while 

the commitment to the employer is low. It is also claimed that relationships with 

colleagues are cooperative but not towards outsiders, “they are cold or even hostile to 

out-groups”.  
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- Masculinity/ Femininity (66), China is a bit more masculine= success oriented society 

where family and leisure is offered for work.  An example of that is Chinese students 

that care a lot about their exam scores and ranking as this is the main criteria to 

achieve success or not. 

- Uncertainty avoidance (40). In societies with high level of uncertainty avoidance tends 

to be freighted or worried for unknown situations and by that creates institutions to 

prevent uncertainty. In China laws and regulations are flexible and tend to be bent to 

suit the situation. The Chinese languages are also field with abstractness. This 

according to Hofstede means that the Chinese people are relatively comfortable with 

uncertainty and ambiguity. 

- Long-term orientation (118).  Chinese people tend to be long-term oriented, 

investments are usually long-term (e.g. real estate). Traditions is adopted to fit new 

situations and the people consider the country being run by men and not external 

influenced such as God or the law (Hofstede, 2012). 

3.2.2 A country more like western countries  

The Chinese economy is getting more and more similar to the western ones, for example, in 

2007, domestic credit provided by the banking sector was 136% of GDP in China, 194% of 

GDP in the United Kingdom, and 240% of GDP in the United States. High technology 

exports stood for 30% of manufactured exports in China, 34% in the United Kingdom, and 30% 

in the United States. As an effect of economic reforms, the economic and social environment 

of China is becoming closer to those of advanced economies. This could be indicators that 

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), which are expected to be relevant to 

developing countries whose national environments become similar to those of the United 

Kingdom or the United States, also is a good standards to use as a foundation even in China 

for their Accounting Standards of Business Enterprises (ASBE: Chinese version of IFRS) 

(Chunhui et al., 2011, p.6).  

3.2.2.1 Difference in the development 

Even though China as a country can be seen as an economy close to the western once it is still 

a big gap between the places that have benefited from the new economical leap and the ones 

that still have not advanced in the new economy. The economic development in China has 

mainly been concentrated to some bigger cities mainly along the east coast while other cities 

have been lacking after in the development. That is why today the countries cities are divided 

in to tier one (T1) to tier four cities based on economic development, GDP and GDP per 

capita (Ogvility, 2009).  

First-Tier Cities 

Cities with total retail sales of more than RMB30 billion, annual per capita income of  

RMB11,000 and high per capita retail sales as proportion of income: 

Totally around 10 cities are titled first-tier cities, among the most famous ones can Beijing, 

Shanghai, Guangzhou (Canton), Shenzhen and Nanjing be mentioned (Craig & Qiang, 2011). 
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Second-Tier Cities 

This is cities that was the ones after the big cities to gain benefits from the development in 

China and are today many times having faster development than the already highly developed 

first-tier cities. Second-tier cities are usually the provincial capitals for instance: Changsha, 

Jinan, Hefei and Kunming, but also prefecture-level cities, such as, Ningbo, Qingdao and 

Suzhou. Totally 80-90 cities are usually included in the T2 term (Craig & Qiang, 2011).  

Third-Tier Cities 

Tier three and four cities are still deficient when it comes to economic development and are 

economically far from domestic counterparts in T1 and T2 cities. Approximately 200 county-

level cities are referred to as T3 cities (Ogvility, 2009). 

Fourth-Tier Cities 

Approximately 400 capitals of county towns (Ogvility, 2009). 

3.2.3 Chinese accounting law  

China adopted an altered version of the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as 

the mandatory accounting standards for listed firms since January 1
st
 2007 (Chunhui et al., 

2011, p. 1). These standards was developed by China Ministry of Finance (COF) and it was 

developed to be very convergent with IFRS and to create a base for better accounting 

quality.(Chunhui et al, 2011, p.6) The name of these standards is not named IFRS but 

Accounting Standards for Business Enterprises (ASBE) (sometimes also referred to as 

2007GAAP). ASBE are just like IFRS principal based accounting standards. Other Chinese 

enterprises are also encouraged to voluntary apply the ASBEs (Deloitte, 2006, p.4). 

IFRS are written accounting standards that derives from (mainly) English speaking 

development economies like UK and USA. Today the IFRS are the most widely spread 

accounting standard around the world and used in many countries around the world such as: 

EU, Japan, Russia (to a smaller extent) and China (Chunhui et al., 2011, p. 4). IFRS is 

regarded as high quality accounting standards and according to some research also applicable 

in emerging countries such as China (Peng & Bewley, 2010, p. 19).     

The main and most differences between ASBE and the unaltered IFRS are found in non-

financial long-term asset investments. Chinese standard setters justify this separation by 

essential characteristics of the Chinese environment (Peng & Bewly, 2010, p. 1). To alternate 

the IFRS to better fit the new country is being supported by researches (such as Chua & 

Taylor, 2008) that are criticizing the unaltered adoption of IFRS without regards to political, 

institutional and economical differences between countries.  Deloitte (2006, p.5) concludes in 

their report that the biggest advantage of the adoption of IFRS will improve the quality of 

earnings and affect the assets of the enterprise. At the same time Deloitte (2006, p.5) claims 

that the biggest changes between the Chinese version of IFRS (ASBE) and the earlier 

domestic standards are: stricter requirements for impairment testing, liability for recognized 

compensation for termination of employees under a formal plan, the recognition of share-

based payment transaction for services provided by employees and other parties and revenues 

cannot include inflow of capital from equity contributions from owners (Deloitte, 2006, p.4).  
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Since the ASBE was introduced 2007 in China modified audit reports for listed companies 

have had a positive trend, for 2007, 2008 and 2009 the trend has been good with reducing 

numbers of issued modified audit reports: 8%, 6,9% and 6,7% respectively compared to an 

average of 11% for the whole period of 1992 to 2009 (Lin et al., 2011, p. 18). These new 

regulations with ASBE also have a quality in simplifying the accounting and making the 

Chinese standards consistent to one standard, up until 2006 there was different domestic 

accounting system depending on branch, corporation and accounting regulations that 

sometimes could apply simultaneous with different standards for a single company (Elgar et 

al, 2007).    

For non-listed companies the older General Accepted Accounting Practices in Mainland 

China (PRC GAAP) is the accounting law that most widely used even though the government 

prefers non-listed companies to also use ASBE but not force them to use it. PRC GAAP is 

however also developed in accordance with international regulators and are said to be a highly 

up-to-date set of accounting standards. The accounting standards in China both PRC GAAP 

and ASBE are set by China Accounting Standards Committee (CASC). (Deloitte, 2006, p.5). 

3.2.4 Tax system in China  

A company in China pays two sorts of taxes, value added tax (VAT/增值税) and income tax 

(所得税) (PWC, 2012). The VAT tax system was latest updated 2009 and is, according to the 

workers at China tax bureau (税务局), after the new modernizes up to date and have a good 

fit to today’s business environment.  

VAT tax is paid as in many other countries as a fixed tax on all goods when they are being 

sold. As almost all countries around the world China is having VAT tax as an indirect tax 

which mean that the taxable subject and the taxable carrier is two different entities. An easy 

example on this would be if a customer in a store buys a carton of milk for 10RMB which 

includes 1RMB in tax, the customer is the one that is the tax carrier. However it is the shop 

that pays the VAT tax to the tax authorities and that makes him the taxable subject. The 

standard VAT tax in China is 17% but it can vary a lot between different products and 

services (PWC, 2012).   

The income tax is paid by companies on the profit they make. Usually the income tax is 25% 

for most companies. Earlier the income tax varied a lot between industries, if it was a Chinese 

or an internationally owned business etc. but since the latest modifications in Chinese income 

tax law, in 2008, aiming to simplify and equalize the system. The 25% is now fixed for all 

kind of firms and all kind of corporate form except some government subsidize industries. For 

these industries that the government wants to subsidy such as high-tech industries the income 

tax is only 15%. The income tax is only paid for the yearly profit starting from the first RMB. 

So it is not paid if the company is making a loss (PWC, 2012).      

The penalties for frauds in their financial reports for tax evasion can be monetary fines on the 

company as well as hard personal penalties on the responsible people. The most common 

penalty is fines (interview with respondent G, 2nd March 2012).   
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3.2.5 Board composition and corporate governance 

The Chinese corporate governance model is similar to the “German-Japanese” model with a 

two tier board structure. This means that companies have one board of directors that is doing 

the operational control and planning. The supervisory board that is responsible for oversight 

of board of directors and senior management’s performance they are also in charge to prevent 

the company’s and shareholders interest. The main ideas with a two tier board system are to 

avoid agency problems and provide governance that is as sufficient as possible for all 

stakeholders (Ho & Wong, 2001, p.4). The two tier system works best in an environment 

where the two boards is independent each other, in China there has been since 2003 a 

requirement by CSRC that one third of the board of directors needs to be independent (Shan 

& McIver, 2011, p.3). Independent directors are very important since they will work in the 

best interests of minority shareholders in order to uphold their good reputation in society 

(Fama & Jensen 1983, p.5). However contradicting the German-Japanese model, the two-tier 

structure adopted in China it is the board of directors that appoints members of the 

supervisory board. Most supervisors independence can be questioned (Ho & Wong 2001, p.5).  

Due to few shareholders with high percentage of the total shares the board of directors in 

many Chinese companies has been having a high ownership concentration. Additionally the 

independent board members that is a fairly new sight has in many cases not yet got the full 

essence of the company’s operation due to information disadvantages compared to inside 

directors (Luan & Tang, 2007). It is also likely that a few directors and senior managers 

dominate corporate governance in many organizations whom is leading to a few insiders with 

the full control (Feinerman, 2007, p.22) 

3.2.6 Business ethics and the business ethics in China   

There has been a growing concern that a lower business ethic might affect the quality of a 

company’s financial statements. This has also been proven by Choi & Pae (2011) that in their 

study could find evidence that low business ethics was closely related with high earnings 

management. Companies with high business ethics could also more accurate predict future 

cash flows and these companies did not have the same big earnings fluctuations as companies 

with lower business ethics. Taking everything into account the high business ethics produced 

better FRQ (Choi & Pae, 2011, p. 26). Elitzur (2011, p.7) draw the conclusion one step further 

and claims that only with ethical diverse managers is earnings management possible, 

otherwise such manipulations will be inferred.   

The accountants in China that has a perception of working for an organization that has high 

moral standards tend to have less willingness to conduct accounting earnings management 

(William & Zhihong, 2011, p.17). Li et al. (2011, p.1) is questioning the Chinese business 

ethics that is described as "keep silent, make money" strategy among many managers.  

Ip (2009) was in his research questioning if Confucianism had big impact on the Chinese 

business ethics, however his findings showed that the Confucians thoughts was more 

applicable to “other Chinese communities” (Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singapore) than in 

mainland China.  
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3.3 Magnitude of the problem 
False financial statements (FFS) have long been a serious problem for many Asian countries. 

Many researchers have found out that the problem definitely also include China. But how is it 

in China? From 1999 to 2001 the Chinese Ministry of Finance (CMOF) organized several 

investigations, and from some of the inspections the answer was pretty disturbing. Inspection 

bulletin nr. 5 found among 159 investigated companies that: 147 provided untrue total assets, 

155 provided untrue shareholders’ equities, and 157 provided untrue incomes. The proportion 

of falsified amount comprised 0.95%, 1.82% and 33.4%, respectively.  Inspection bulletin nr. 

7 found out among their 320 investigated companies an accumulated falsified income of 3,51 

billion RMB. And CMOF could conclude that this might only be the “tip of the iceberg.” (Bai 

et al. 2008, p.2). How many accounting scandals there really is in China is hard to say, 

officially there has been 100 reported accounting scandals between 1998 and 2008, however 

according to calculations from Hong Kong Corporate Governance Council  (Bai et al., 2007, p. 

3-5) this could be as low as 1% “caught and punished” of the total companies committing 

material misleading financial statements; that would mean that as high as 10,000 companies 

are producing financial reports at a fraud level that is at a major degree.  Hwa et al. (2005) did 

also find in there research on Chinese companies between 1996 and 1998 that managers in 

pretty extensive numbers used below-the-line transactions and income increasing accounting 

to meet targets.    

The Chinese government did also state their concerns about the big number of Chinese 

companies misbehaving in the North American market (Investor's Business Daily, 2011). So 

far in 2011 over half of the law suites in N. America caused by accounting fraud were towards 

Chinese companies (Dena, 2011). Some of the biggest international accounting scandals 

recent years included Chinese companies trade on international stock markets includes Gome 

Electrical Appliances 200-million dollar fraud (Stein & Ng, 2009, p.B5), Rino International 

that claimed to have 56 million dollar in revenues in their 2009 annual report when it was 

later showed by investigation that the real profit only was somewhere between 10-15 million 

dollar (Dena , 2011), Sino-Forest   that probably have overstated revenue and/or exaggerated 

some of its timber holdings, and they had two vast different numbers of their inventory in two 

different reports that they presented in a short time difference  (Rapoza, 2011), Puda 

Coal/Puda Group has high overstatement of their revenues (Dena, 2011) China Expert 

Technology has four times been sued by their US stockholders; last time it was since they was 

accused of 132 million dollar frauds in there reports (Deana, 2011), the list can continue with 

many more cases, mostly in North America.  Only in the first 8 months of 2011 26 Chinese 

companies was de-listed from the New York stock exchanges (ichinastock, 2011). It should 

be noted that it was mainly three reasons to the de-listing of Chinese companies (1) was that 

the shares for a long time had been trade for under $1 and by that gets downgraded to a 

smaller market (e.g. Xinhua sport and Entertainment), (2) the companies fail to meet the 

requirements of the stock markets such as disclosure of information and financial reporting 

deadlines (e.g. Fuqi International). (3) The third reason of de-listing was because of 

questionable financial status or possible frauds in financial reports (e.g. China Media Express). 
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Note that two of the three reasons are related to financial reporting quality (FRQ). Below 

follows the whole list of the 26 de-listed Chinese companies for 2011 as of September 15.  

 

Table 3.1: US-listed Chinese delisted companies 2011-09-15, Source: ichinastock.com 

Even though this already seems like an alarming situation the fraud within China is expected 

to be even more extensive than within Chinese companies listed abroad (Jones, 2011, p.163). 

Between 1999 and 2005, 25% of the listed Chinese companies admitted poor quality in their 

financial reports no less than one of the years during that time (Wang & Wu, 2011, p.1).   

There has been prove the fiscal misconduct, fraudulent financial reporting, illegal activity and 

law-breaking behavior exist more commonly in enterprises and business sectors of Mainland 

China than other comparable markets (Tai-Ming, 2005, p.7). However it is hard to find any 

information about the magnitude, numbers of scandals, and to what extent the quality has 

been lacking. When Chinese information and statistics is hard to find it is usually a good 

indicator of low satisfaction of the numbers (Wang 2011). Yaping et al. (2008) finds in there 

study that investors in mainland China should be cautions and aware of the low-disclosure 

quality in Chinese stock market.    

Jones (2011, p.346) has however presented some of the biggest scandals between 1992 to 

2000 that all lead to the companies being de-listed from either the Shanghai stock exchange or 
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the Shenzhen stock exchange.   

Table 3:2: Chinese scandals delisted companies 1992-2000, Source: Jones, 2011, p. 346 

Shaomin et al. (2011, p.1) can in their research also conclude that earnings management is 

more widely spread within Chinese companies compared to more mature markets such as 

USA. They also refer to a common norm among Chinese managers where “keep silence, 

make money” seems to be the motto.  It is not only in numbers but also in percentage of 

reports containing false information the country has high numbers compared to global indexes 

(Bai et al. 2008, p.4). The problem was also proved to be true in a survey on Chinese A-share 

listed companies between 1999 to 2004 (Liu & Liu, 2008) where it was presented that listed 

companies manipulated there earnings by increasing accruals as well as adjudging non-

recurring items. To hide the manipulation many companies changed to a new auditor that 

failed to assemble necessary information.  In another survey made by Yanping et al. (2008, 

p.13) there is evidence on a growing numbers of misstatements due to fraud or errors has been 

increasing both in quantities along with magnitude during the past 10 years.   

Yaping et al. (2008) looked into 8417 firm-years of Chinese companies where they looked at 

income scale by beginning-of-the-year market value of common equity and compared it to 

earnings management. They wanted to see if earnings management was highest for companies 

to avoid presenting earning losses or to avoid earnings decrease and then compare it to 

developed countries. They found out that net income was reported higher than true earnings in 

both scenarios however the biggest earnings management was committed to avoid earnings 

decrease: “This shows that firms actively manage earnings to avoid earnings decreases.” 

(Yanping et al., 2008, p.6)  

 

 

Figure 3.3: Frequency and magnitude of earnings management to avoid earnings losses in China 

Source: Yanping et al., 2008. p.7 
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.  

Figure 3.4: Frequency and magnitude of earnings management to avoid earnings decrease in 

China 

Source: Yanping et al., 2008. p.9. 

 

Figure 3.5: Frequency of earnings management in China. 

Source: Yanping et al., 2008. p.11 

 

Figure 3.6: Frequency of earnings management in China.  

Source: Yanping et al., 2008. p.11. 

The conclusion from these findings was clear: “We also find that the frequency and 

magnitude of EM (earnings management, authors note) are higher when firms try to avoid 

negative earnings than when firms try to report earnings increases. Overall, the frequency and 
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magnitude of EM are much greater than those found in the US market.” (Yanping et al., 2008, 

p. 10).  

Many authors agree on this statement and also concluded that the Chinese FRQ is low 

compared too many other countries. Some researchers try to explain the problems that it 

brings. Elgar et al (2007) explain the problem as: “Accounting scandals in China have caused 

the Chinese stock market to become troubled. The practice of fraudent financial schemes in 

recent years has discourage investors and hindered the development of the capital market in 

China. …accounting principles seems incapable of delivering the assurance they should have 

delivered to various shareholders, and the collapse of the market and the system threatened” 

(Eger et al., 2007. P. 212). This problem with the inability to provide trustworthy financial 

reports is according to Bai et al. (2008, p.19-20) the reason that the Chinese stock market do 

not move in the same progression direction as the rest of the country’s economy.  Salvatore 

(2010) see a big risk with the recent financial market system in China and claims that even if 

the system is getting better major improvements are needed.  He claims that this will affect 

the whole country, “A well-functioning financial sector is crucial for a nation’s growth and 

development.” (Salvatore, 2010, p.1)  

Another problem is the borrowing and investments in Chinese companies that will have a 

very high information risk with the misleading financial statements. The credit-rating can 

merely be a guess work (Baglole, 2004). Even the cost for the company itself are high if it is 

shown that financial reports have been misstated, example on extra costs for the company is 

litigation cost, delisting costs, higher cost of capital, reputation lost and greater management 

turnover. In China firms located in highly developed regions suffer more severe economic 

consequences when they manipulate their accounts (Firth et al., 2011, p.17).   

3.3.1 Sum up 

So to sum up the problem it has been several studies pointing at the same direction; that many 

Chinese companies are at the moment producing less satisfactions financial reports. Almost 

all researchers that have been investigating the subject have got the result that companies 

originally from China have problems with their financial report quality (FRQ). This has led to 

many major accounting scandals with hard legal reprimands as results. It has also been big 

effects on the investors that cannot differ between good and bad investments with among 

other things has had an impact on the Chinese stock market, shares of Chinese companies 

abroad and the credit market, whom has been suffering a lot due to the lack of trust in the 

financial reports.    

That the financial reports is lacking in quality seems to be something that all experts is 

agreeing on. However the roots and reason to the problem has not been discussed so much 

and here the experts seem to have a lot of different explanations to the low FR. In the 

following pages below this thesis will try to sum up the research that has been conducted to 

this field. The reasons that the earlier research have pointed out as the biggest ones will later 

be the once that will be tested in my thesis.  
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3.4 Possible reasons for the low FRQ 
It has been various explanations’ to the low FRQ on the Chinese market. However there has 

very few times been any research on the field on what reasons it really would be and by that 

also having suggestions on how the problem with low FRQ could be solved. One of the few 

studies on the subject was conducted in January 2003 when survey done by Hong Kong 

Corporate Governance Council summarized seven major problems affecting credibility of 

China’s firms: (1) Insider control and concentration of power; (2) Low business ethical 

standard and lack of proper corporate culture; (3) Lack of independent board and effective 

control; (4) Lack of incentives and mature labor market for selecting executives; (5)Weak 

regulatory enforcement; (6) Low corporate transparency and disclosure quality and (7) 

Shortage of independent and qualified auditors and other intermediaries (Bai et al. 2008, p.3-

5). Since this survey 9 years ago there have been great changes in the Chinese firms and their 

accounting. These underlying reasons are to some extent still very current but with some 

changes according to today’s experts. Below I have summarized the reasons that seem to be 

the most relevant and most discussed in today’s debate on the subject.      

3.4.1 Legal system and unclear standards  

A big problem with the Chinese legal system is that it is built from scratch in 1970’s and 

many rights and laws have not yet been perfected. For example did China not have any 

concept of property rights until 2005, and the legal protection for shareholders is still today 

very low (Jones, 2011, 346). There is evidence of an absence of law suits from investors 

towards companies misstating their financial performance (Pistor & Xu, 2005, p.8). This due 

to earlier mentioned small protection for the investor by law, but also because of the limited 

possibility of regulation from officials such as China Security Regulators Commission 

(CSRC).   The lack of consistent enforcement of governmental regulations provides little 

incentive for managers to comply with the rules (Shaomin, et al. 2011, p.1). 

China has adopted a version of the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) in an 

attempt to improve information availability quality and better control risk management as 

well as pricing of risk (Oxelheim, 2010, p. 66).  

The fast transaction in China’s accounting system from the planned-economy accounting to 

the market-economy oriented accounting, has led to many companies taking this opportunity 

to improve their performance by creative accounting (Bai et al., 2008, p.4). Bai et al. (2008, 

p.6) Also see some differences with the financial statement problem misstatements in China 

and the ones in the western world: “Generally speaking, China has few new tricks of FFS 

(False Financial Statement, authors note) compared with the western world, but the degree of 

FSS is much higher than that in the western world, due to the immature legal system and the 

eager-for-rich social psychology in the transition period.” 

Surveys done between 2000-2005 have proven that share prices and fundamental value has 

not been linked when it comes to Chinese companies listed on the domestic stock markets. 

One reason for this could be unclear standards that give companies many different 
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possibilities to present their numbers which will lead to high confusion and low trust from the 

market on the presented numbers (Allen et al., 2005).    

3.4.2 Education and shortage of professionals  

The legal system might have been lacking in China for a long time, however today the 

accounting regulations has been very coherent with the international practices (IFRS) 

(Ezzamel et al. 2007). Instead these authors have found other problems that could be the 

possible reason for the low quality reports; the education. The authors’ claims that insufficient 

trained accountants and a higher demand than supply for high quality accountants that will let 

not yet professionals handle the accounts for many companies.  They also claim that the 

change in the legal system has gone to fast, many accountants and auditors educated some 

years ago might have a hard time following with all the new developments in the field.  

Hong Kong Corporate Governance Council claimed that one of the biggest problems to the 

Chinese financial report quality problem was the shortage of qualified auditors and other 

intermediates (Bai et al., 2008, p.3). In-Mu et al. (2002, p.6) claims that Chinese companies 

can get away both easy and cheap with their accountings manipulations since: ”users of 

accounting information (for example, regulators and investors) are less sophisticated.” 

However they never go more in to detail in what way regulators and investors are less 

sophisticated.  

3.4.3 Pressure  

Pressure can be many things, in this thesis is the emphasis on earnings pressure which is 

described by Levitt (1998) as the tension felt by managers to meet or outdo analysts’ earnings 

forecast. It is also by communicating a needed result to stay competitive and avoid dramatic 

stock reactions in the capital market (Zhang & Gimeno, 2010, p.743). Managing these 

expectations has in many cases led to creative accounting (Bernhardt & Campello 2007, 

p.288).    

The outside pressure on companies can be very big and be a great incentive for managers to 

manipulate earning to be able to achieve these expectations (Zhang & Gimeno, 2010, p.746). 

“When all companies are quarterly earnings–obsessed, the market starts punishing companies 

that aren’t yielding an instant return. This not only creates a big incentive for bogus 

accounting, but also it inhibits the kind of investment that builds economic value” (Turner, 

2005 p.229) Earnings pressure have according to a survey by McKinsey & Company (2006) 

been a great incentives for 42% of the managers to focus more on short-term earnings.   

It is also an overhanging pressure from the stock market and its regulators influencing the 

managers. There are two big stock markets in China: Shanghai and Shenzhen. Sometimes 

Hong Kong stock exchange is also included as a Chinese stock exchange with over 30% of its 

market value from mainland Chinese firms. These three stock exchanges have tough and high 

requirements and regulations on the companies’ disclosures for being allowed to be listed at 

these markets (Li, Niu et al., 2011, p.2). Investors that are investing in an early stage in a 

company are often expecting that companies will get listed. Therefore many companies have 
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high IPO expectation and pressure from outside investors. The requirements to get IPO is also 

comparatively high at the Chinese stock exchanges and there are rumors that many companies 

manipulate their accounts to be able to get an IPO (interview with respondent I, 12 March 

2012). At the same time these stock markets also hold high annual performance measures 

requirements and also disclosures requirement. Delisting regulation is based on accounting 

numbers, companies performing at a low financial level face the threat of being delisted (Li, 

Niu et al., 2011, p.2) This puts a constant pressure on the companies to year after year 

perform, if not the consequences can be catastrophic for the company.   

Because of regulatory constraints, listed Chinese firms are practically incapable to raise 

capital by issuing corporate bonds or offering seasoned shares. Therefore, a rights issue is the 

only primary source to raise additional capital after the initial public offering. This together 

with the high requirements in accounting from the domestic stock exchanges put a double 

pressure on the companies to perform good numbers both to stay listed and to be able to raise 

additional cash. There is some evidence that the delisting regulation creates a false 

distribution of firms’ earnings in China that affects the market pricing of accruals and masks 

the accrual anomaly (In-Mu et al., 2002, p.5). From 1996 to 1998 the companies listed on the 

domestic stock exchanges was also only allowed to issue stock rights only if accounted return 

on equity (ROE) was over ten percent annually the most recent three years. In-Mu et al. (2002, 

p.6) claims to have seen a big number of Chinese companies manipulating their accounts to 

be able to reach the required numbers.    

Yuan et al. (2007, p.226) found in their studies that Chinese listed companies increase their 

earnings radically in order to gain IPO authorization or to prevent being de-listed. The 

implication suggests that the pressure from being listed seems to be a big incentive for 

managers to manage the firm’s earnings.   

3.4.4 Political impact  

China’s institutional environment is weak when it comes to public laws and strong on 

informal social network and private connections (usually referred to as guanxi in China) (Li et 

al., 2004, p.1). State and companies is many times closely related and companies are often 

competing in a government interfering market. One example of political impact interferes was 

found by Tsai (2009, p.3) in managers' decisions, state-assigned managers were found to 

deliberately transfer cash raised via rights issues from the public shareholders to the state by 

cash dividends in order to please Chinese politicians. This was often preceded by earnings 

management leading to accounted boosting in the firm's income so that the issued rights could 

return desired amounts.  

 Even though there have been a lot of problems with the state control and interference in the 

market there has been research that point on a bigger problem with inefficient financial 

reporting in private firms than state controlled companies (Liu & Yung, 2011, p.797). Yuan et 

al. (2007, p.230) has also in their survey found out that privately-owned companies tend to 

maximize their accounting earnings more than state-owned. Liu & Yung (2011, p.797) 

believe that the reason for their findings might be that the state controlled companies have less 
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pressure in performing financially. In that research Liu and Yung also state that the quality 

gap between state-owned and private-owned companies is getting less important since all 

companies have to turn in to becoming more market driven. However Shaomin et al. (2011, 

p.13) finds in their report that earning management is more commonly spread in state-owned 

companies, which is contradicting earlier studies on the field.  

These state owned/controlled companies could also have some other internal problems that 

possibly could affect the quality of their financial reporting. Since the company is ruled by a 

higher political institution the political purpose might be of more importance than the firm’s 

own. Many of the companies that have political intervene within the operation loses a lot of 

the purpose and power for the supervision board, they only becomes a “decorative” part of the 

company (Li et al., 2004, p.10). Another problem with the state interference in the market is 

that auditor’s independence is compromised by state ownership as well as government-auditor 

relations (Li & Yung, 2011 p. 796).     

The banking sector in China is dominated by state owned banks that in numerous cases are 

willing to hand out loans to other state owned companies without any efficient and server 

monitoring and managing of the companies accounts (Jones, 2011, p.163). 

A market that is interfered by the government cannot be seen as a free market. The more the 

market has governmental interference the less companies are competing in a fair environment. 

Heritage and Wall Street Journal produced a freedom index on 161 nations to compare the 

freedom at the market.  The index uses a list of 50 independent variables and among other 

included: trade policy, government intervention in the economy, monetary policy, banking 

and finance, wages and prices, property rights, regulation and informal market activity. 

China’s economy regarded as mostly un-free. In the 2012 index, China was ranked 136 out of 

161 nations the country is also trailing backwards, and has gone down from a 124 place in 

2004 (heritage foundation,  2012).  

3.4.5 Ownership structure and transparency  

In developed capital markets the separation between ownership and management is bigger 

than in emerging countries (Yuan et al., 2009, p.172). In developed countries there is broad 

numbers of shareholders and most stocks in the company is floating shares. However in China 

and many other emerging countries it does not look like that, here even the listed companies 

have a high concentration of owners; in many cases the top management is also the greater 

majority owners of controlling shares. In China many listed companies has only a minority of 

the shares floating in the market and have by that a fixed and controlled structure of the 

ownership. There has been research suggesting that a higher percentage of non-tradable stocks 

in China have a progressive impact on the unexpected earnings increase and unexpected cash 

dividends increase (Leung, 2007, p.52). However Leung (2007, p.64) suggest another reason 

for this than earnings management, the possibility is that high percentage of non-tradable 

stocks indicates that the company is a state-owned bigger company with better presumption of 

performing higher earnings performance. Firms with high percentages of non-tradable shares 

are larger firms and have better earnings performance. 
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The evidences of a more concentrated and closer related to operation ownership structure 

indicates that Jensen and Meckling’s (1976) traditional agency approach, with the conflict 

between ownership and management, might not be as relevant in Chinese companies (Yuan et 

al., 2009, p.183).      

Additional the so called “independent directors” is usually appointed by executive directors 

(Jones, 2011, p.163). They are by that already in a conflicting position and will have harder to 

stay objective towards boards’ resolutions. As a result of this the power of the company falls 

under a few key board members, which could increase the incentives for fraud. This due to 

the board members can without bigger risk of interference deal with self-serving opportunities.  

Transparency can be measured both in accounting transparency but also in transparency. 

Leung (2007) describes the accounting disclosure transparency as how costly or easy it is to 

process the information. The owners and investors are important and influence a firm’s 

accounting disclosure transparency. Many owners and especially sophisticated investors are 

looking short-term with there in shares in the firm. They need a transparent accounting system 

to be able to fast follow and understand the accomplishments in the company they are the 

once first leaving the ownership if the transparency is unhealthy (Elliott et al., 2010, p.21). It 

is also said by many experts that due to the low transparency it in politics but additionally also 

in firms makes it almost impossible to see how Chinese companies are government but also 

how they are connected with the one party state (di, 2012).      

3.4.6 Bad audit Quality and lack of independent auditors as well as lack of audit 

professionals   

When it comes to research about audit quality and audit independence in China the findings 

have a high spread and few consisting conclusions have been able to draw. In some studies 

(e.g. Bai et al., 2008 and Michas, 2011) conclude that audit quality in China is low. There 

have even been cases of firms buying external auditors’ mutual aid to manipulate earnings 

(Chu et al., 2011, p.13). On the other hand some research indicates a fairly good audit quality 

in China (Gul et al., 2009. p.21) claimed that the latest years China has had a big 

improvement of audit quality as well as audit independence  (Lin et al., 2009, p.35). 

Ferdinand et al. (2009, p.36) found in his study on Chinese audit firms that the ten biggest 

ones had a much higher tendency of issuing modified audit reports than small firms. This was 

according to Ferdinand et al. evidence that bigger auditing firms active in China manage to 

stay independent and holds a fairly high audit quality. Audit scandals have however been 

higher in mainland China compared to other Asian countries.  

The audit quality is highly dependent on auditors’ competence as well as independence 

(Michas, 2011, p.3).  The author continues with claiming that researchers collectively can 

resolve that there is a big shortage of audit professionals in China today. 

According to Liu & Zhang (1996), a survey conducted in 1995 showed that more than 60 

percent of investors had no confidence in the audited accounting information. Since then a lot 

of effort has been done to improve the independence of the auditors, the state control organs 
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Chinese Institute of Certified Public Accountants (CICPA) and the Ministry of Finance (MOF) 

launched a series of programs and managed to improve the auditor independence. However 

the competence on the audit profession has not got the same focus from these programs 

(Ferdinand et al., 2009, p.3).  In China the problem might be more on auditors’ competence 

than audit independence (the two together makes audit quality (Watts and Zimmerman 1986)). 

Yang et al. (2001, p.176) claimed on the other hand that the auditor experience and 

competence, increases but only in the listed companies. 

There has been a positive change in Chinese audit companies and their willingness to stay 

independent the latest years, however there is still a lot that needs to be improved before the 

audit independence can be seen in any way close to optimal (Chan & Wu, 2011, p.36). Also 

11% of the listed firms in China received modified audit reports annually between 1999 and 

2009, which might be an indicator of high audit independence (Lin et al., 2011, p.18). The 

independence is however questioned, some audit firms are proven to occasionally receiving 

big amounts to temporary take on a client, issue a clean audit report even though greater 

discretionary accrued earnings, higher non-operating earnings, and higher returns on assets 

than earlier annual reports. According to Chu et al. (2011, p.35) this is proof that auditors in 

China is not as independent as desirable. Lin et al., (2009, p.35) believe that the top 10 biggest 

auditing firms in China have a higher degree of independence and efficiency than smaller 

firms.  

Most of the Chinese companies listed in North America that lately have had 

auditing/accounting scandals have been using US auditing firms. Some audit firms that have 

been involved in a lot of this troubles is Moore Stephens Wurth Frazer & Torbet that already 

have been sued for their auditing mistakes in various numbers of Chinese firms listed in NY. 

Also BDO McCabe and PKF New York have been sued for very big amounts after bad audits 

of Chinese clients.  The big four audit firm has nevertheless not been accused for that much 

wrongdoing. Even though PWC agreed to pay $225 million for the accounting scandal made 

by their Chinese client Tyco International. Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu made big news last year 

when the quit working for their client Longtop Financial Technology. Deloitte that 2009 

together with Grand Thorton got sued $15 million each for their work with Chinese clients 

with accounting scandals listed at NY stock exchange (Dena , 2011). 

3.4.7 Low business ethics and lack of proper corporate culture  

Li et al. (2011) is questioning the Chinese business ethics that is described as "keep silent, 

make money" strategy among many managers. Li Jinhua, the Director of China's State 

Auditing Bureau, has also complained about the low business principles: “…enterprises have 

little desire to be credible and trustworthy. Making fraudulent book entries is rampant” 

(Shaomin et al., 2011, p.5).  Hofstedes’ (2012) cultural research also shows that the Chinese 

cultural is a very loyal and collective thinking in most aspect, however except for just the 

professional aspect where Chinese tend to be non-loyal towards employers and even hostile 

towards outside stakeholders.     
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The Chinese government claims that corporate misbehavior and Chinese unfamiliarity with 

the U.S. market have contributed to distrust of Chinese companies lack of presenting quality 

financial reports in U.S. (Investors Business Daily, 2011-06-28, p.A02). However some 

experts have claimed that the unfamiliarity with the U.S. market might be a bit over 

exaggerated, claiming that U.S. listed companies from countries with similar accounting 

background (e.g. Japan that also is a late adopter of the IFRS for listed firms) has a much 

better quality of their presented financial statements (Dena , 2011).  That would mean that the 

biggest problem rests in intentionally corporate misbehavior.    

3.4.8 Tax avoidance  

Noronha et al. (2008, p.17), has found that private owned firms pay more attention to their tax 

expense is a big reason for their earning management. Tax avoidance in China is also in 

general widely spread over the society and tax evasion is a big problem for the Chinese 

government. Big parts of the economy get lost before it finds it way in to the company’s 

accounting. National Statistical Bureau of China estimated that in 2005, 14,4% of the 

country’s GDP was non accounted for (Wan, 2010, p.2). Cai & Liu (2009, p.1) have found 

evidence on Chinese companies in industries with fears competition needs to systematically 

avoid income tax to stay competitive.         

Lo et al., (2010, p.21) has found a relation with companies manipulation of earnings and tax 

avoidance. They claim that companies look at tax savings when making accounting 

manipulations. It is also evidence that companies in many cases strategically is trying to keep 

their earnings to a zero end-year result to avoid tax (Shaomin et al., 2011, p.1) There has been 

many surveys showing that taxes that are hard to monitor for the government such as value 

added tax (VAT) has had problems with big amounts never been registered or paid in. It has 

gone so far so in 1998 the Chinese governments introduced a lottery receipt system to easier 

control companies sales and reduce tax evasion (Junmin, 2010, p.611). This system is still in 

use in most of Chinas biggest cities and has been a good way to bring out some of the VAT 

taxes however it is still much money disappearing long before they ever reach the books.     

3.4.9 Cost reduction  

Geffroy R. Sant from Chinese Business Lawyers Association claimed on an interview 5 of 

February 2012 at Phoenix television that a big problem is the Chinese companies’ hard focus 

on cost reduction (Sant, 2012). At some point the cost reduction will also have effect on the 

final product. That is something he claims have been happening with many Chinese 

companies when they have forced the cost reduction in accounting and auditing to a quality 

decrease and is today in many cases not acceptable level. He is also worried that the small 

money that the company saves at the moment might be costly for the in the long run with bad 

accounts and larger numbers of errors.     

Choi et al. (2010, p.32) suggest in their report that auditors’ incentives to prevent biased 

financial reporting differ systematically, depending on whether their clients pay more than or 

less than the normal level of audit fee.   
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4.0 Empirical data 
In the Empirical chapter the researcher presents the collected data. It is mainly based on 

first-hand sources from the performed interviews and quantitative survey but will be assisted 

by secondary data. The data has been collected among respondents that are regarded as 

relevant for the purpose of the thesis.  

4.1 Introduction 
To this analysis I have performed a quantitative survey including 56 respondents, all working 

with financial reports in one way or another. In the appendix I all the respondents’ positions 

and industry can be found. There are 15 respondents that have chosen to do the English 

version of the test, an assumption I am doing is that all these are foreigners that are working in 

China and by that prefer to use English. 41 respondents chose to use the Chinese version of 

the survey and are in my assumption local Chinese people.  

The survey had totally 27 scale questions. All questions was formed as statements being 

evaluated on a scale from 1 (don’t agree at all) to 5 (totally agree) a “No opinion” option was 

included in all questions. Of these 27 questions 8 was negative questions, which means that 

they were turned around in the question formulation making an answer on 1 being the same as 

a 5 for the normally asked questions. So instead of five (5) indicating a problem as the case 

for most questions, one (1) was indicating that the problem was there. The negative questions 

had an average of 2,852, indicting a correlation with the other questions (2,852 = 3,148 on the 

standard scale). They can be negative adjusted: mirrored back, meaning 1=5 and 5=1 on these 

questions. By using the “Negative adjusted” cell all questions can be fairly compared.  

The average mark on all 27 questions was 3,337. Without the three first overview questions at 

all but including the other negative questions rotated back so it is the same scale for all 

questions the average was 3,228. It is the 3,228 that will be continues measurement as the 

average answer to these questions.  Relevant data transcriptions from the survey will be 

presented together with all questions. This means that some questions will be presented with 

English, Chinese and the assembled data, while some where only parts of the data has relevant 

result only these relevant transcriptions will be presented. For all the data please see appendix.     

Additional to the data there will also be resented relevant answers from the qualitative 

interviews.  

Q1: I always trust the figures presented by Chinese companies 

Table 4.1: Answer I always trust the figures presented by Chinese companies Eng, Chi and total  

 

English Chinese

I always trust the figures presented by 

Chinese companies. 
Percentage Number Average

I always trust the figures presented by 

Chinese companies. 
Percentage Number Average

1 20% 3 3 1 0% 0 0

2 47% 7 14 2 22% 9 18

3 0% 0 0 3 27% 11 33

4 20% 3 12 4 29% 12 48

5 0% 0 0 5 22% 9 45

No opinion 13% 2 No opinion 0% 0

Total 100% 15 2,231 Total 100% 41 3,512

TotalTotal
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This first question was a simple one to see how high the trust for the financial reports was 

among the people working with them on a daily basis. Here the opinion between English and 

Chinese respondents varied greatly with 2,231 as the average answer among English speaking 

respondents and 3,512 for the Chinese respondents. The total average on 3,204 indicates a 

more positive view on Chinese companies’ financial reports than many earlier mentioned 

outside indicators would suggest.  

In the qualitative interviews with the respondents some of them are also having a positive 

view on companies’ reports. One respondent that I chose to refer to as respondent A is 

working in a bank and working with providing loans to companies: “Yes, I think we can (trust 

the reports). Most of the financial reports that I get handed to me are correct.”   Another 

respondent as we continuously call respondent B that works with investing in growing 

companies have the same view: “The future cash flow predictions is often very exaggerated 

but the numbers they present to me is often ok. We then again have an audit requirement in 

our company which means that all companies wanting to work with us needs to have our 

auditor go through their papers before we look at them.”  Some others are contradicting these 

respondents like respondent C that is working as an internal accountant in a smaller firm: ”I 

would not always trust the numbers presented by Chinese companies. In my opinion I think 

that the bigger companies manipulated their accounts the most.” Respondent D that is 

working as an investor towards the stock market, agrees with respondent C and claims that he 

has to look at other things than the presented numbers when valuating Chinese companies 

since the numbers are not trustworthy enough.    

Q2: The financial statement is the most important information stakeholders have to 

valuate a company’s performance 

Table 4.2: The financial statement is the most important information stakeholders have to valuate a company’s performance 

 

I always trust the figures presented by 

Chinese companies. 
Percentage Number Average

1 5% 3 3

2 29% 16 32

3 20% 11 33

4 27% 15 60

5 16% 9 45

No opinion 4% 2

Total 100% 56 3,204 2,796

 Negative 

adjusted 

Total

The financial statement is the most 

important information stakeholders have to 

valuate a company’s performance. 

Percentage Number Average

1 0% 0 0

2 5% 3 6

3 16% 9 27

4 23% 13 52

5 48% 27 135

No opinion 7% 4

Total 100% 56 4,231

Total
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This question was mostly to ensure that all respondents thought that the financial reports were 

of importance when stakeholders evaluate companies for different reasons. Not surprisingly 

these people that have financial reports as an important tool in their daily work believe that 

the financial reports are of great importance. With an average of 4,231 it is a gigantic 

insurance that the financial reports are regarded high and important. An interesting note is that 

there was only small differences between the two language groups in this question where 

everybody seems to regard this as very important. 

Q3: Companies produce more trustworthy financial reports today than for five years 

ago 

Table 4.3: Companies produce more trustworthy financial reports today than for five years ago 

 

The respondents also seem to agree on that the financial reports are of higher quality today 

than for 5 years ago. The result of this survey question point towards that the financial reports 

in China is getting more and more trustworthy. Most respondents both in the qualitative and 

the quantitative are more positive and hold a higher trust towards the financial reports today 

than a few years ago. The 3,553 average with low numbers on the not agreeing marks (1 and 2) 

is two good indications that there is a positive view on the reforms around the financial 

reporting quality. An interesting point is that 0% has giving the statement a 2 while 5% do not 

agree at all and have giving it a 1.  

Respondent E claims that due to better laws and regulations, higher quality of accounting and 

audit, a better internationalization as well as an upswing of the countries whole economy has 

in this persons personal view been important reasons for the higher quality of financial 

reporting.   

4.2 Legal system  

Q4: Current Chinese accounting standards are sufficient to ensure the high quality 

financial reporting  

Table 4.4: Current Chinese accounting standards are sufficient to ensure the high quality financial reporting 

Companies produce more trustworthy 

financial reports today than for five years 

ago.

Percentage Number Average

1 5% 3 3

2 0% 0 0

3 34% 19 57

4 32% 18 72

5 13% 7 35

No opinion 16% 9

Total 100% 56 3,553

Total
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The legal accounting standards used in China seems to be providing a good ground for high-

quality accounting. Both the domestic PRC GAAP as well as the listed companies ASBE 

standards is highly based on international standards. This has provided a good set of standards 

that also seems to be appreciated among the respondents in this survey. The statement gets a 

pretty low average adjusted score on the survey but what is notable is the low percentage of 

people responding 1 or 2 on the survey, which indicates that most respondents at least are 

fairly satisfied with today’s standards. The low numbers of respondents totally agreeing 

(putting 5 in the survey) might be an indication that there is still room for improvement in 

today’s standards.    

The respondents that have been interviewed seem to agree on the fact that the standards are 

pretty good and fit Chinese companies today. They are working with the standards in their 

daily work and claims that the standards are good and easy to work with. Respondent C that is 

working as accountant for a foreign invested company in China says that the accounting 

standard is easy to use and hands on to the daily work for accountants.  Respondent E that is 

familiar with both the Chinese accounting standards as well as the accounting standards in 

Europe claims that the different standards are very similar with only small differences.     

Q5: The development of accounting standards during the last years has improved the 

financial reports 

Table 4.5: The development of accounting standards during the last years has improved the financial reports 

  

That the accounting standards have improved the latest years seems to be something that all of 

the respondents to a big extent are agreeing on. The new standards developed by CMF with a 

lot of influence from the international standards have also according to many earlier surveys 

been well taken by the people working with it, something that is also the indication from this 

survey. 3,907 is already a high number and with 65% replying 4 or 5 in this survey statement 

is indications on a very high satisfaction among the respondents.   

Current Chinese accounting standards are 

sufficient to ensure the high quality 

financial reporting.  

Percentage Number Average

1 9% 5 5

2 4% 2 4

3 21% 12 36

4 54% 30 120

5 7% 4 20

No opinion 5% 3

Total 100% 56 3,491 2,509

 Negative 

adjusted 

Total

The development of accounting standards 

during the last years has improved the 

financial reports. 

Percentage Number Average

1 0% 0 0

2 5% 3 6

3 27% 15 45

4 36% 20 80

5 29% 16 80

No opinion 4% 2

Total 100% 56 3,907 2,093

 Negative 

adjusted 

Total
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Respondent C working as an accountant claims that the changes in accounting standards have 

improved and simplified the work. However the changes have not been very big for the 

respondent: “At least for a company in my industry with easy transactions are not affected as 

much as many other companies. However I can still see a lot of improvements in laws and 

regulations from when I started to work until today. I think that the development has 

improved the most for accountants in more accounting vise complex industries.”   

Q6: If government control and legal actions where more effective against misstated 

financial reports, the general quality of financial reports would be higher 

Table 4.6: If government control and legal actions where more effective against misstated financial reports, the general 

quality of financial reports would be higher 

    

The governments’ weak legal actions against falsified reports have effects on what companies 

reveal. Here we can see that there is room for big improvements. The average result on 4,481, 

the 52% of respondents totally agreeing on the statement and the fact that no respondent have 

given the question lower than 3 are all strong indications that this is an area where the 

problems are great.  

That there control and legal actions are common in China is nothing anyone is denying, 

however the efforts done today seems to be too few and too ineffective to really provide a 

secure market. As I perform my interviews I get a feeling that much of the required control is 

not there today and it is well known among the people working with this on a daily basis. 

Instead much of the control has to be done by the stakeholders themselves. Many of the 

respondents seem to hold little or non-trust for the legal system and that it can provide any 

kind of safety for them. Stories about bribed judges, too unpredictable law verdicts and an 

non-free government involved environment  makes most respondents claiming that it is more 

up to yourself than the system to ensure that everything is kept according to the law.   

The respondent from tax bureau (respondent G) claims that the control from their part is 

pretty good but the work they are doing is only a control on companies to ensure that tax is 

coming in. The work that the tax bureau is performing and the results are all kept secret and 

by that does not in any way provides benefits for the other stakeholders.  The auditor 

(respondent E) also claims that there is a need to tell the authorities if the auditor believes that 

there is a serious fraud. However the believe from the respondent that the authorities will 

provide an unbiased and rightful inspection on the company still do not seem to be very high.   

If government control and legal actions 

where more effective against misstated 

financial reports, the general quality of 

financial reports would be higher.   

Percentage Number Average

1 0% 0 0

2 0% 0 0

3 7% 4 12

4 34% 19 76

5 52% 29 145

No opinion 7% 4

Total 100% 56 4,481

Total
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Q7: Chinese companies listed abroad have higher financial reporting quality than firms 

not listed abroad 

Table 4.7: Chinese companies listed abroad have higher financial reporting quality than firms not listed abroad 

 

I claim that if the respondents believe that the FRQ is better for Chinese companies listed 

abroad than for Chinese companies listed domestically it would indicate that foreign legal 

system is better and can by that force better FRQ from those companies. The respondents also 

tend to believe that Chinese companies listed abroad have a better financial reporting quality, 

at least to some extent. Even though 20% did not think that they had enough knowledge in 

this field and by that chose to answer “No opinion”. So the responding material might be a bit 

shy however the respondents still indicates a very high concentration on the higher scores on 

the scale which directs on a common believe that foreign laws and regulations on this field 

holds a higher quality than the Chinese once.  50% are still agreeing to fairly big or big extent 

(5 or 4 in the survey) that a listing abroad is a big reason to believe that the company will 

produce more trustworthy reports.   

As the respondent H also claims, the biggest difference after being listed in NY was the new 

more strict rules and regulations that forced them to have a more transparent system. 

Respondent H also claims that there is usually companies that need capital injection but 

cannot IPO domestically due to the harsh rules in the domestic stock markets. They chose to 

go abroad instead to raise the capital. The respondent takes many internet companies as 

example that usually cannot fulfill the domestic stock exchanges requirement on three 

consecutive years of positive results before being able to go public.  

The interviews are having a spread at least as big as the quantitative survey. Respondent C is 

fast with her answer on the question; If a Chinese company produce better FRQ if they are 

listed abroad: “No, I don’t think so and why would it be like that? I think that it is the same 

problems no matter if a company gets listed in China or abroad. However I think that it is a 

higher quality overall from listed companies than non-listed since it is usually more money 

and more stakeholders involved”.   So to sum up the responses from this problem, it seems 

like that there is a common believe that the foreign rules and regulations have a greater impact 

on the company in producing high quality financial reports. Even if there also are many 

denying this idea.       

Chinese companies listed abroad have 

higher financial reporting quality than firms 

not listed abroad.

Percentage Number Average

1 0% 0 0

2 7% 4 8

3 23% 13 39

4 25% 14 56

5 25% 14 70

No opinion 20% 11

Total 100% 56 3,844

Total
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4.3 Education  
There has been a very big spread on the answers in all questions in this survey concerning 

education. It seems like the respondents perception of this problem varies more than many of 

the other presented problems in this thesis. The spread was also vast for the problem that the 

literature discussed as a big problem with the low education leading to low understanding 

among the stakeholders which reduces the pressure on high quality reports.   

Q8: The stakeholders/users of financial reports in China have overall a good education 

and high understanding of the material  

Table 4.8: The stakeholders/users of financial reports in China have overall a good education and high understanding of the 

material 

 

The survey has shown a big spread from the respondents on this point and an average mark 

(3,113) close to the over-all average (3,228) for this survey question. It seems to be a good 

indication that the fluctuated result still has an average view from the entire respondents 

putting the problem close to the total average and by that do not seems to be a very big 

problem.  Currently the understanding and ability to use the financial reports as a tool to get a 

better understanding and insight in the company for stakeholder seems to be at an acceptable 

level. Instead during the interviews I have been performing it has struck me that the usage of 

this tools are not as commonly used nor has the emphasis on them been as big as in many 

other cultures. The analyst, investor and bank are all claiming that they are of course using 

these tools in their work but they stress that there is other factors that are of more importance. 

For example do respondent D (the analyst) state that in the domestic stock market is more 

focused on politics, news influencing the company and rumors that affects the market more 

than the figures a company present. He suggests that one reason for the low emphasis on this 

could be the low trust on presented figures from companies among the public.   

  

The stakeholders/users of financial reports 

in China have overall a good education and 

high understanding of the material. 

Percentage Number Average

1 7% 4 4

2 23% 13 26

3 30% 17 51

4 20% 11 44

5 14% 8 40

No opinion 5% 3

Total 100% 56 3,113

Total
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Q9: There is a shortage of highly educated personnel in China to ensure the demand for 

high quality financial reports 

Table 4.9: There is a shortage of highly educated personnel in China to ensure the demand for high quality financial reports 

 

Hong Kong Corporate Governance Council had in their report found out that one of the 

biggest problems for low FRQ was due to a shortage of high qualified professionals. The 

respondents to my survey seemed to be very ambivalent towards that statement. The spread 

was high with big numbers of respondents claiming all marks on the scale. The average score 

was completed to 3,200. So even though the score indicates some problems in this area the 

mark is almost exactly as the average response score from all questions in this survey (3,233). 

Hence the respondents from this survey are not really pointing out this problem as big and to 

the degree as Hong Kong Corporate Governance Council.  

To sum up the interviews about this subject it does no longer seem to be a lack of high 

educated professionals in China today. It is also so that the graduating university students in 

China are growing rapidly for every year and the supply of new well educated personnel does 

not seem to be any big problem for the near future.      

Q10: The Chinese education system is well capable of providing professionals that holds 

the skills required for high quality financial reports 

Table 4.10: The Chinese education system is well capable of providing professionals that holds the skills required for high 

quality financial reports 

     

The education system is highly regarded as a reliable and good institution according to this 

quantitative study. Nonetheless even though this survey question gets a rather low average 

adjusted grade there is some people that still see some problem with the education system. 

The education might still have some problems, something that respondent E is mentioning 

when we talk about the education for auditors and accountants. Where the emphasis is on the 

There is a shortage of highly educated 

personnel in China to ensure the demand 

for high quality financial reports.  

Percentage Number Average

1 16% 9 9

2 18% 10 20

3 13% 7 21

4 18% 10 40

5 25% 14 70

No opinion 11% 6

Total 100% 56 3,200

Total

The Chinese education system is well 

capable of providing professionals that 

holds the skills required for high quality 

financial reports.    

Percentage Number Average

1 5% 3 3

2 9% 5 10

3 27% 15 45

4 34% 19 76

5 20% 11 55

No opinion 5% 3

Total 100% 56 3,566 2,434

 

Negative 

adjusted 

Total
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accounting however the deeper understanding of how accounting affects other things and 

accounting ethics are limited.    

Even though the education system is good there are still many people working with financial 

reports without any related background. Respondent E: “I think that the educated people that 

have been through some years of school have a good understanding of their work here. Even 

though many of the works done at the entry level can be done by people without accounting 

background but by learning-by-doing. I still think that there should be higher requirements on 

the education on the people being employed in the Chinese companies. There are also 

possibilities to get good internal education, at least for bigger companies like mine. However 

there are still some people in my company that have not had any really training and no 

accounting background that only should rely on what they learn from their daily work. … 

Another problem is that companies with more limited resources might have to hire people that 

do not fulfill the education requirements since they are cheaper.”   

Respondent E “I think that employees in smaller companies and outside the big cities might 

be less educated. The entry requirements are not as high as for us (a global audit company). 

This might also be one of the reasons to all the stories we hear about bad audit quality in 

China. …I know for sure that when we use a lot of work and deep investigation to ensure a 

certain quality in the reports for our clients, in other parts of the country or even very small 

firms here in a T1 (tier one) city would just go though it very rapidly. Maybe since they do 

not really know how they could do a deeper audit.”  

Respondent I talks about the education from another perspective: “The older generation have 

not been able to have a sufficient education, you know, during Mao’s time there was not seen 

as something good to be educated and almost a whole generation lost their chances to higher 

education. The few that still got it was not educated as desired. So we have a whole 

generation of people that lost their chances to higher education. Is it not amazing that we still 

just one, two generations later have rebuilt our education system to the high international 

standards we have today?”      

4.4 Pressure  
It is said in the literature that the pressure and expectations from outside stakeholders can be a 

big incentive for managers to manipulate earnings. The expectations on companies in China 

are usually set high and due to the strict regulatory at the domestic stock exchanges there is a 

constant pressure on the top management in listed companies. This might not be the case in 

non-listed companies.  

During my two interviews with respondent B and respondent D we discussed the limited 

numbers of capital raising activities that a company can do in China and how that affects the 

companies. Both of the respondents pointed out that a limited number of opportunity raise a 

higher completion in the few opportunities there is. With a more limited market for raising the 

capital the competition between companies will be fears. This would in that case lead to a 

higher competition between companies trying to raise capital in China then in a more opened 
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society. The competition will lead to a bigger pressure to stick out and present a better 

financial report than the competitors.  

Q11: Outside pressure to achieve expected results is an incentive for managers to 

manipulate earnings 

Table 4.11: Outside pressure to achieve expected results is an incentive for managers to manipulate earnings 

 

The first statement around pressure and earnings expectation in this survey is a question 

where almost everybody agrees upon that pressure is one of the biggest incentives for 

manipulation. With an average on 4,382 and no respondent giving it lower than 3 it is 

obviously a big reasons behind bad reporting quality. It seems like the overall view is that 

outside pressure is a highly affecting matter when it comes to companies and the incentives to 

manipulate financial reports.  

Respondent F describes it: “All managers today holds a big responsibility to provide good 

results. There has been a culture around making money, having a company that is seen with 

good eyes among the public as well as other executives and government people. This puts a 

pressure on the manager, and in the end it is this impression around the company that is one of 

the most important foundations when the company hopefully fulfills the wet dream of all 

Chinese managers today, going public.”     

Outside stakeholders are many and throughout the interviews I have performed, I have talked 

with several that in the literature has been pointed out as the ones putting most pressure on the 

company’s managers; such as owners, investors, banks etc. But one pressure that they talked 

about that has not been mentioned so much before was family and friends. Often in China 

family and friends are more involved in both a person’s private and professional business life, 

this might both help to prevent and be an incentive for manipulation of the reports.  On one 

hand the manager wants to present figures that brings good reputation and “face” for him and 

the family with might be an incentive to manipulate earnings but on the other hand he might 

also not proceed with any thoughts of manipulation since if it would be revealed it might 

bring shame not only on the manager himself but to the whole family.    

Respondent I agrees that outside pressure is very important and can force some managers to 

manipulate earnings to keep “good face” and to keep good trust among stakeholders.“ It is not 

only us top managers that can fall for the big pressure even lower managers will try to 

Outside pressure to achieve expected 

results is an incentive for managers to 

manipulate earnings.

Percentage Number Average

1 0% 0 0

2 0% 0 0

3 9% 5 15

4 43% 24 96

5 46% 26 130

No opinion 2% 1

Total 100% 56 4,382

Total
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manipulate their information to us for various reasons. That is why in my companies the 

internal control is of great importance”.   

However when you look at the problem from the other end many outside stakeholders claims 

that they are not so focused on the presented result and figures. For example the figures are 

not the most important thing that the bank looks at when they grant a loan. Many other things 

are of more importance such as corporate governance and managers’ motivation etc. 

According to respondent A the figures are just a small part in the big picture that they are 

working with when granting loans. It would not, in their view, means that manipulated 

earnings is being performed as an incentive to get an outside investor to provide a company 

loan. Respondent B has the same view as respondent A and suggests that the financial reports 

not alone are a factor for an investor to invest or not.     

Q12: Financially distressed companies that have a high risk being de-listed from the 

domestic stock exchanges have a higher tendency of producing unreliable financial 

reports 

Table 4.12: Financially distressed companies that have a high risk being de-listed from the domestic stock exchanges have a 

higher tendency of producing unreliable financial reports

     

Even though most responses on this survey statement have been positive (agreeing) the 

average mark stayed at 3,553. So the respondents are still highly agreeing on the statement 

even if they to some extent are a little bit reluctant to how vast the problem really might be.   

The respondent C does not think that financial distressed companies would manipulate their 

accounts to a higher extent than other listed companies. The respondent claims that she holds 

a higher trust for listed firms than non-listed firms since in her view the control should be 

better. So since it is the control that is preventing the frauds in these companies the financial 

distressed companies will be trying as much as all other companies to stretch the accounting 

as far as they can within the room of the law.     

  

Financially distressed companies that have 

a high risk being de-listed from the 

domestic stock exchanges have a higher 

tendency of producing unreliable financial 

reports.     

Percentage Number Average

1 14% 8 8

2 7% 4 8

3 11% 6 18

4 21% 12 48

5 30% 17 85

No opinion 16% 9

Total 100% 56 3,553

Total
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Q13: I believe non-listed companies manipulate their accounts to a less extent than listed 

companies   

Table 4.13: I believe non-listed companies manipulate their accounts to a less extent than listed companies   

  

Whit an average 2,935 we can see that a listing probably not affect FRQ namely according to 

the respondents. It is a big difference between the respondents that have chosen to do the 

survey in English and the one how have respond to the Chinese version of the survey. The 

English speakers have a much lower trust of non-listed companies and totally 53% have given 

the survey statement “totally don’t agree”. This indicates that English speaking respondents 

have a perception that all non-listed companies present less trustworthy financial reports. The 

Chinese speaking respondents however seems to have another presumption and have a higher 

trust towards non-listed companies than the listed companies. When I ask respondent B about 

it I get an interesting answer: “Maybe many of these people have lost money on the stock 

markets due to non-trustworthy reports that they still have trusted. Money you lose yourself 

might be easier to remember and draw conclusions that non-listed companies have better 

reporting, since you personally don’t get affected in the same way. Also the domestic media 

reporting is more extensive if there is a listed company that has been committing frauds.”   

Some interviews that have been executed have indicated that the restrictions and control on 

listed companies are more extensive and by that also forces the companies to present better 

material. While other are talking about the pressure and possibilities to personally gain a lot of 

money by presenting better results as reasons for listed companies being more plausible to 

manipulate accounts.     

4.5 Political impact  
You cannot come to China and talk business without sooner or later fall in to politics. The 

political impact on the business is affecting everyone doing business here to a bigger extent 

than what many “westerners” are used to. The one party state has an iron grip on the economy 

and affects the business life to both good and bad but who is this special business 

environments effect on the financial reports?  

  

I believe non-listed companies manipulate 

their accounts to a less extent than listed 

companies.  

Percentage Number Average

1 23% 13 13

2 9% 5 10

3 21% 12 36

4 7% 4 16

5 21% 12 60

No opinion 18% 10

Total 100% 56 2,935

Total
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Q14: Less interference from the government on the companies would have a positive 

effect on the financial reporting quality 

Table 4.14: Less interference from the government on the companies would have a positive effect on the financial reporting 

quality 

 

There is a small overweight of response claiming that less interference from the government 

would have a positive effect on the financial report.  The average score on 3,431 is a bit 

higher than the total average on 3,228. Even if the total score is not so high, it is still a vast 

majority of the responses that are on the higher half of the scale, 47% (4 or 5) compared to 18% 

(1 or 2). So there seems to be an overweight of respondents claiming that there is a problem 

here.  

During the interviews most respondents claims that there is no relation between their 

reporting and the government, for example respondent H claims: “We are not affected by the 

political environment. At least not when it comes to our presented result.” Respondent C 

claims that: “ Of course the political environment is getting involved in my work, but mostly 

in the form of laws and regulations that all have to follow. I do not think that the involvement 

is bigger here than other countries, maybe just that the laws are changed again and again and 

not as stable as western countries”. Other respondents are having another view of the 

interference from the government, respondent D: “…as an analyst I think that many 

companies’ present results and reports that gain the government in one way or another. The 

government’s involvement in the stock market just makes most companies less trustworthy”.     

That the government is a big part of the business life is something that everybody is agreeing 

on. That state-involved companies also have many benefits can be confirmed by the 

respondents. On questions regarding banks and their willingness to grant loans to state-owned 

companies compared to other companies Respondent A first try to explain it as a market 

economy phenomena: “We grant loans to all companies where we think we will get a good 

profit back. Corporate governances are nothing we look at like that.” But the respondent later 

admits that the state-involved companies easier gets the asked loans, this is explained on 

historically better possibilities to pay back for these companies and longer time of business in 

more stable markets. Respondent F claims that “It is very hard to stay competitive against a 

government involved company, they have so many benefits that makes it an competition with 

different rules for the different contestants”.     

Less interference from the government on 

the companies would have a positive effect 

on the financial reporting quality. 

Percentage Number Average

1 9% 5 5

2 9% 5 10

3 27% 15 45

4 27% 15 60

5 20% 11 55

No opinion 9% 5

Total 100% 56 3,431

Total
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Q15: I would trust figures presented by a governmental controlled company to a higher 

extent than a private company 

Table 4.15: I would trust figures presented by a governmental controlled company to a higher extent than a private company, 

Eng, Chi and total  

 

  

On the question if the respondents would trust figures presented by a government controlled 

company more the responses was very spread out but with a slight indication on a negative 

response. The negative response indicates that the trust is not at all higher for state controlled 

companies but instead might be the other way around. A very surprising indication from the 

result is that the Chinese speaking respondents are much more negative to the government 

controlled companies financial reports compared to the English ones. The difference is as big 

as 0,667, additionally 29% of the Chinese speaking respondents answered 1(don’t agree at all) 

where as there is no English speaking respondent that has been so drastic in there answer. 

There are on the other hand 0% of the Chinese speaking respondents totally agreeing on this 

stamen whereas 13% of the English speaking respondents are believing so.      

The respondent E talks about the auditing in governmental controlled firms that always is 

performed by the governmental controlled auditors called audit bureau (审计局 ). The 

respondent claims that this is of course a big risk when a government is auditing itself in this 

way. The risk and trustworthiness is scarified in a system like this according to this 

respondent. So on the question if this respondent thinks that government firms would have 

less trustworthy reports the answer is fast: “Yes I think so. Absolutely if you look at it from an 

auditors perspective like I do”.     

4.6 Ownership structure  

Q16: A majority of companies have large controlling owners, providing these owners an 

opportunity to threaten the integrity of the companies’ financial statements 

Table 4.16: A majority of companies have large controlling owners, providing these owners an opportunity to threaten the 

integrity of the companies’ financial statements 

English Chinese

I would trust figures presented by a 

governmental controlled company to a 

higher extent than a private company.  

Percentage Number Average

I would trust figures presented by a 

governmental controlled company to a 

higher extent than a private company.  

Percentage Number Average

1 0% 0 0 1 29% 12 12

2 47% 7 14 2 22% 9 18

3 13% 2 6 3 24% 10 30

4 27% 4 16 4 22% 9 36

5 13% 2 10 5 0% 0 0

No opinion 0% 0 No opinion 2% 1

Total 100% 15 3,067 Total 100% 41 2,400

Total Total

I would trust figures presented by a 

governmental controlled company to a 

higher extent than a private company.  

Percentage Number Average

1 21% 12 12

2 29% 16 32

3 21% 12 36

4 23% 13 52

5 4% 2 10

No opinion 2% 1

Total 100% 56 2,582 3,418

 

Negative 

adjusted 

Total
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The ownership structure with big controlling owners as a reason for lower quality in firms 

financial reporting does not seem to be a big problem. However the answers have a big spread 

and seem to be a question that could be investigated more. There is also many respondent that 

do not know about this matter (totally 21% answered “No opinion”), which might be 

understandable since this is an issue that to a big extent is being executed in the dark, hard to 

really get a grip on even for people highly involved in companies and their financial reporting 

in different ways. Hence many can still not really see and understand this problem.  

Interview respondent B claims is that a very important thing for them when they invest in a 

company is the ownership structure and the owners. “In our company we try to hold our own 

share of the company down. The entrepreneurs that drive the company should also be the ones 

that have the control of the company not any investor”. That one or a few owners should be so 

powerful that it might threaten the integrity of the reporting seems like a smaller problem in 

this respondent’s ear. “It might be cases of that as well but not any of the bigger problems we 

have in China today.”       

When I ask respondent C about different ownership structure and what kind that might be 

producing the most unreliable reports the respondent did not let the answer wait for long but 

claimed that in this persons personal view the most trustworthy reports are produced by the 

listed companies in China. “…this because these companies have more involved stakeholders 

and more rules that needs to followed which lead to higher quality. … I cannot see any 

problem with big controlling owners, as long as they work in the interest of the company I 

think it is ok. I do not think that there is any difference at all between government controlled 

companies and private companies, there it is no different between these companies today in 

my opinion. I also think that the problem is as widely spread in big and small companies. 

Even if the misstated amounts of course get so much bigger in a big company”.         

English Chinese

A majority of companies have large 

controlling owners, providing these owners 

an opportunity to threaten the integrity of 

the companies’ financial statements. 

Percentage Number Average

A majority of companies have large 

controlling owners, providing these owners 

an opportunity to threaten the integrity of 

the companies’ financial statements. 

Percentage Number Average

1 0% 0 0 1 27% 11 11

2 7% 1 2 2 15% 6 12

3 20% 3 9 3 7% 3 9

4 40% 6 24 4 32% 13 52

5 7% 1 5 5 0% 0 0

No opinion 27% 4 No opinion 20% 8

Total 100% 15 3,636 Total 100% 41 2,545

Total Total

A majority of companies have large 

controlling owners, providing these owners 

an opportunity to threaten the integrity of 

the companies’ financial statements. 

Percentage Number Average

1 20% 11 11

2 13% 7 14

3 11% 6 18

4 34% 19 76

5 2% 1 5

No opinion 21% 12

Total 100% 56 2,818

Total
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Q17: The hierarchic business system provides top management a possibility to make 

adjustments in the financial reports without conflicts with the employees preparing the 

reports 

Table 4.17: The hierarchic business system provides top management a possibility to make adjustments in the financial 

reports without conflicts with the employees preparing the reports, Eng, Chi and total  

 

 

That the hierarchical business system in China can provide possibility for higher management 

to manipulate the accounts seems to be something that many in the survey agree up on. Some 

of the qualitative interviews have also indicated that the hierarchical business system might be 

a big problem, for example respondent G  thought that much of the misstatements in financial 

reporting is made by managers that either themselves or with force on the lower position 

workers to manipulate the accounts.        

This is a question that gets a fairly high mark and it seems like the respondents in both the 

quantitative as well as the qualitative study see the problem in this matter. It is also interesting 

to see the similar numbers that the two language groups are presenting. So here the most 

respondents seem to agree to a big extent about this existing problem.  

Q18: China would gain a lot in financial reporting quality with a more transparent 

accounting system 

Table 4.18: China would gain a lot in financial reporting quality with a more transparent accounting system 

English Chinese

The hierarchic business system provides top 

management a possibility to make 

adjustments in the financial reports without 

conflicts with the employees preparing the 

reports.  

Percentage Number Average

The hierarchic business system provides top 

management a possibility to make 

adjustments in the financial reports without 

conflicts with the employees preparing the 

reports.  

Percentage Number Average

1 0% 0 0 1 12% 5 5

2 0% 0 0 2 10% 4 8

3 40% 6 18 3 24% 10 30

4 60% 9 36 4 10% 4 16

5 0% 0 0 5 34% 14 70

No opinion 0% 0 No opinion 10% 4

Total 100% 15 3,600 Total 100% 41 3,486

TotalTotal

The hierarchic business system provides top 

management a possibility to make 

adjustments in the financial reports without 

conflicts with the employees preparing the 

reports.  

Percentage Number Average

1 9% 5 5

2 7% 4 8

3 29% 16 48

4 23% 13 52

5 25% 14 70

No opinion 7% 4

Total 100% 56 3,519

Total
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The transparency is a big problem for the whole Chinese accounting standards. That people 

cannot see what is going on and that so much is kept secret is according to many of the 

respondents a big problem for maintaining high financial reporting quality in China.  The 

respondents are very like-minded in this problem whit 46% of them agree totally on that there 

is a need for higher transparency to provide high quality reporting. The average of 4,250 also 

display how most respondents agree on this matter as one of the biggest hinders for getting 

better reporting quality in the future.  

The spread of the non-transparency in the Chinese society is a problem that have been highly 

shown in the interviews I have conducted with the respondents claiming that I could not have 

a chance to see their work and that there is much that is kept away from the public. It seems 

instead to big extents be a closed world where only some involved individuals can see what is 

going on. This is a difference between China and international standards around transparency 

and how much that needs to be disclosed from companies out to their stakeholders. As the 

interview respondent H is claiming: “Since we got listed in NY we have been forced to 

disclose much more things than earlier. …I think that the biggest change for us after we got 

listed in US is all this extra information that is disclosed, we have got a good deal more 

transparency requirements on us.”  

Many respondents are also taking up the corruption as a problem and something that is 

heavily affecting the low transparency. Respondent I say: “The corruption is widely spread 

and as long as many people can make big money on the system as it is today I don’t think 

they are interested in changing it”. Other respondents agrees with that view and claims that 

the corruption is to widely spread in the society and are preventing both a more transparent 

system as well as the quality of disclosed financial reports.        

  

China would gain a lot in financial 

reporting quality with a more transparent 

accounting system. 

Percentage Number Average

1 2% 1 1

2 7% 4 8

3 5% 3 9

4 25% 14 56

5 46% 26 130

No opinion 14% 8

Total 100% 56 4,250

Total
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4.7 Auditor 

Q19: The independent auditor’s report is important for evaluating the quality of 

financial reports 

Table 4.19: The independent auditor’s report is important for evaluating the quality of financial reports, Eng, Chi and total 

 

  

As we can see from the quantitative survey group, there is a great trust in the auditors work 

and a big believe that the auditors opinion is of great importance when stakeholders is 

evaluating the quality of the financial report. Both the English speaking and the Chinese 

speaking respondents   have given over all high rates on the importance of independent 

auditor to guarantee the quality of a company’s financial report.  With an average for Chinese 

respondents of 4,439 and 4,533 for English speaking respondents and an over-all average of 

4,464 it appears like the view on auditor and their importance not differ that much between 

the respondent groups. This is one of the questions where English and Chinese respondents 

have the total average score closes to each other. The average score only differs 0,094. If you 

include that the total average score is 4,439 indicates that most respondents totally agree (5) 

with the statement of auditors opinion and its importance for the trustworthiness of Chinese 

companies financial reports. This indicates that all users of financial reports in China has a 

high trust and rely highly on the auditors opinion to determine the extent of trust they can put 

in to the figures presented.  

An interesting aspect is that not a single respondent has provided an answer lower than 3. 

Another interesting point was that the respondents working as auditors seem to have a lower 

average answer on the survey questions than others. When I talk to these respondents the 

thing that strikes me is that they seem to have a lower trust for smaller so-called “local audit 

firms” than the rest of the respondents. If this is because they are more involved in the 

industry and know more about it or it is due to some other reason is hard to tell.    

The trust for auditors and the work auditors perform seems to be fairly high in China. The 

audit report is highly regarded and is of great importance for many stake holders when it 

comes to trust the companies presented material. The auditor is highly regarded and often 

English Chinese

The independent auditor’s report is 

important for evaluating the quality of 

financial reports.

Percentage Number Average

The independent auditor’s report is 

important for evaluating the quality of 

financial reports.

Percentage Number Average

1 0% 0 0 1 0% 0 0

2 0% 0 0 2 0% 0 0

3 0% 0 0 3 20% 8 24

4 47% 7 28 4 17% 7 28

5 53% 8 40 5 63% 26 130

No opinion 0% 0 No opinion 0% 0

Total 100% 15 4,533 Total 100% 41 4,439

Total Total

The independent auditor’s report is 

important for evaluating the quality of 

financial reports.

Percentage Number Average

1 0% 0 0

2 0% 0 0

3 14% 8 24

4 25% 14 56

5 61% 34 170

No opinion 0% 0

Total 100% 56 4,464 1,536

 

Negative 

adjusted 

Total
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seen as a more stable and trustworthy institution of an otherwise uncertain market. As 

interview person A said: “I have high regards of the auditors work, and I am depending on 

their trustworthy work to be able to use the correct tools for my analysis.”  

Q20: The independent audit significantly reduces misstatements in the financial report  

Table 4.20: The independent audit significantly reduces misstatements in the financial report 

  

Companies seem to have a high belief in the audit reports. Banks, investors and analysts and 

managers have during the interviews all said that they have the highest trust for a financial 

report if it has been issued a clean audit report. Even Chinese tax bureau believe that the 

trustfulness is so high that they can use an independent private audit report as an insurance as 

if a suspected tax evasion has been taking place or not. Respondent E also think that the audit 

reports is a safe and good way to reduce misstatements in a financial report, even if there still 

occurs cases of auditors selling themselves out and by that issue untrue audit reports.            

Q21: The auditors involved in Chinese companies have the requested skills and 

independence to ensure the financial reporting quality 

Table 4.21: The auditors involved in Chinese companies have the requested skills and independence to ensure the financial 

reporting quality, Eng, Chi and total  

 

  

The independent audit significantly reduces 

misstatements in the financial report.  
Percentage Number Average

1 0% 0 0

2 0% 0 0

3 20% 11 33

4 36% 20 80

5 45% 25 125

No opinion 0% 0

Total 100% 56 4,250 1,750

 

Negative 

adjusted 

Total

English Chinese 

The auditors involved in Chinese 

companies have the requested skills and 

independence to ensure the financial 

reporting quality. 

Percentage Number Average

The auditors involved in Chinese 

companies have the requested skills and 

independence to ensure the financial 

reporting quality. 

Percentage Number Average

1 0% 0 0 1 0% 0 0

2 20% 3 6 2 0% 0 0

3 60% 9 27 3 12% 5 15

4 7% 1 4 4 32% 13 52

5 13% 2 10 5 51% 21 105

No opinion 0% 0 No opinion 5% 2

Total 100% 15 3,133 Total 100% 41 4,410

Total Total

The auditors involved in Chinese 

companies have the requested skills and 

independence to ensure the financial 

reporting quality. 

Percentage Number Average

1 0% 0 0

2 5% 3 6

3 25% 14 42

4 25% 14 56

5 41% 23 115

No opinion 4% 2

Total 100% 56 4,056 1,944

 

Negative 

adjusted 

Total
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According to this survey, earlier audit scandals in China seem to be forgotten among the 

respondents. And actually the latest years, the pure auditing scandals are hard to find the latest 

years when searching for it in Chinese media.  One interesting aspect of this is that even 

though the English respondents has provided high average scores on how much they trust the 

auditors opinions as well to what extent they believe that auditing prevents misstatements in 

financial reports, they have only provided an 3,133 average score on how they trust the skills 

and independency auditors should have to perform audits for their clients. The Chinese 

respondents have however a high trust for that auditors in Chinese companies have the 

required skills and stays independent in their work.   

The trust for different audit firms varies a lot. Many respondents claim that they have a higher 

trust for big 4 audit firms as well as some other bigger firms, usually foreign-established. The 

auditor (respondent E) I interviewed thinks that the auditors in China is over all good 

educated and have good business ethics. According to respondent E is the audit very good and 

will prevent many misstatements and evaluate the quality of the financial report. To provide 

an example of how they improve this respondent E takes an example from the week before we 

meet. “Just this week we went to a new client, an English company’s Chinese branch. We 

could almost directly see that it was something wrong with this company. And when we went 

through the accounts we found a very weak internal control, that lead to big losses in 

inventories that had disappeared for the company.  We also found out that the Chinese CFO 

was manipulating accounts for personal gain. And the overall quality of accounting was 

performed pretty badly. So thanks for the audit the company now has…. …. and last but not 

least their financial report has also gone from totally unreliable to highly trustworthy material. 

I think that this could be the story in many companies, where at least I would trust a 

company’s figures to a much higher degree if they have been audited by an auditor.”   

However most respondents have some story of their own or that they have heard of that 

indicates really bad and lousy audit firms that also are active in China today.  Respondent E 

says that there is not very uncommon with small local firms to be involved far too much with 

their clients. “Not every auditor signs the independent declaration like in our company. I 

heard that in a lot of local small auditor firm they do not stay independent, for example the 

auditors do auditing in a company he has stocks in.” Respondent E also claims that there have 

been some cases where the auditor in this respondent eye has not hold the required skills for 

the client they are auditing. “I have heard from our clients about earlier audit firms that they 

have had, where in some cases earlier audits have mostly been just walking around in the 

office of the client and look around. Obvious this kind of audit firm do not hold the required 

skills and professionalism that is needed.”  Many of the other respondents that I have sit down 

with and talked to have also claimed that they have heard similar stories about the small 

Chinese firms. For example respondent H says that her company that uses a big global audit 

firm do not see any problem with lack of skill nor independence problems however she thinks 

that the small local companies in a much higher extent lack both of these two. This is also the 

reason behind why most stakeholders that I have talked to want their companies to have a 

bigger and more trustworthy auditor.   
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4.8 Low Business ethics  
During the time that this survey was performed this was a well discussed topic in China. The 

question started when media reported about many managers in the financial sector and the big 

bonuses they got no matter if their company could carry out good increase on the money they 

were appointed to handle. This is a discussion that is seen all over the world and is an always 

highly up to date topic. But is the business ethics have any effect on the financial reports in 

China? And are Chinese managers more unethical than foreign managers?   

Q22: Compared to managers abroad the Chinese managers are to a higher extent 

interested in personal gains than the interest of the company 

Table 4.22: Compared to managers abroad the Chinese managers are to a higher extent interested in personal gains than the 

interest of the company, Eng, Chi and total  

 

 

The first survey statement got a bit spread out result but with the biggest concentration on the 

agreeing segment of the survey answers. This means that the respondents thought that there is 

a difference where Chinese managers generally to a higher magnitude working for personal 

gains than their foreign counterparts. We can see the big numbers of responses to some extent 

agreeing up on this statement.  A total number of 57% is replying either 4 or 5 on the survey 

and the total average are 3,519. This is a comparatively high number in this survey and 

indicates that there might be a big problem in this area. Another interesting aspect is that the 

Chinese respondents are having a much more negative view on their managers compared to 

the English speaking respondents.  The difference between English and Chines speaking 

respondents is 0,659 with the English speaking viewing the Chinese managers as loyal and 

ethical as the foreign managers. The Chinese speaking respondents however give the Chinese 

managers a much lower grade, 61% are totally agreeing or agreeing to big extent according to 

this survey. 

English Chinese

Compared to managers abroad the Chinese 

managers are to a higher extent interested 

in personal gains than the interest of the 

company.

Percentage Number Average

Compared to managers abroad the Chinese 

managers are to a higher extent interested 

in personal gains than the interest of the 

company.

Percentage Number Average

1 27% 4 4 1 10% 4 4

2 0% 0 0 2 5% 2 4

3 0% 0 0 3 24% 10 30

4 40% 6 24 4 32% 13 52

5 7% 1 5 5 29% 12 60

No opinion 27% 4 No opinion 0% 0

Total 100% 15 3,000 Total 100% 41 3,659

Total Total

Compared to managers abroad the Chinese 

managers are to a higher extent interested 

in personal gains than the interest of the 

company.

Percentage Number Average

1 14% 8 8

2 4% 2 4

3 18% 10 30

4 34% 19 76

5 23% 13 65

No opinion 7% 4

Total 100% 56 3,519

Total
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That the managers are having a low business moral is something that respondent G is agreeing 

on: “I think that a big problem for us in the tax bureau is to try to make this people improve 

their moral and by that present more reliable information to us. …I think that most of the 

misstatements in financial reports are on purpose and it is the managers that are the root of the 

misstatements.” Respondent E adds to the discussion: “CICPA association and CPA 

education institutions use new ways to improve ethics, like: publish the importance of 

professional ethics as a CPA, make more moral tests, organize related education courses 

regularly among CPAs all to improve the low moral.” 

Q23: The business ethics and morals of Chinese managers are high and helps preventing 

frauds and errors in the financial reports 

Table 4.23: The business ethics and morals of Chinese managers are high and helps preventing frauds and errors in the 

financial reports 

  

The moral today seems to not be a good moral if you are hoping that it will prevent frauds. 

This is also what most respondents believe, the ethics and morals of the leaders in Chinese 

companies do not help preventing fraud and misstatement. The average mark on 3,618 is a 

good indication that the ethics needs to be improved. Many of the respondents also talk about 

the problem where unethical and low moral behavior is compromising the trustfulness in the 

financial reports. Numeral examples are coming up where bad attitude claims to be the root of 

the problem to many various misstatements in financial reports. Respondent E says that ethics 

is something that gets high emphasis at this person’s present work place however it was not 

something that was emphasized in school nor in many other accounting and auditing service 

providing firms.     

It might also be noted that during the period of which the survey was performed one 

frequently discussed topics in Chinese media was the big bonuses and other monetary 

compensation for high level managers in banks and found companies. This might have 

affected the result and rise the average score among the Chinese respondents.   

  

The business ethics and morals of Chinese 

managers are high and helps preventing 

frauds and errors in the financial reports.  

Percentage Number Average

1 21% 12 12

2 38% 21 42

3 21% 12 36

4 16% 9 36

5 2% 1 5

No opinion 2% 1

Total 100% 56 2,382 3,618

 

Negative 

adjusted 

Total
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4.9 Tax avoidance  

Q24: Companies are in high degree using creative accounting to avoid taxes 

Table 4.24: Companies are in high degree using creative accounting to avoid taxes, Eng, Chi and total  

 

 

The answers from the English speakers in the survey gave a very centralized cluster around 3 

and 4. It seems to be a common understanding among these respondents that companies to 

some extent are trying to use different creative ways to avoid taxes. However the Chinese 

respondents have a big variation in their answer, where all the answers on the scale have been 

frequently chosen.  The average score is a bit lower from the Chinese respondents on 2,962. 

So it seems to be a big variation of the Chinese speaking respondents’ presumption on the tax 

avoidance. What might not be very surprising is that it seems to be many respondents that do 

not have any opinion (totally 30%) about this question. It can be understandable since it 

probably is not an issue that many talks or know about.    

As respondent H also said in the interview, “It is a big different between tax evasion and tax 

avoidance. I think that creative accounting within the law is very common here, something 

that everybody is using to save some extra money to themselves. It is money you have worked 

hard for and if you have the chance to save some extra for yourself I think people will do it.” 

Respondent E also claims that small companies in China try to avoid taxes and can by that 

avoid an extra expense and save some more for themselves. 

Also the respondent G working at the tax bureau believes that the tax avoidance in China is 

very high: “Yes, many companies try various ways to avoid taxes. I think it is common all 

over the world. But if I look at how it is where I work and what I am seeing in my day to day 

work here in China I think almost all companies are trying to avoid taxes. The big companies 

are mostly using creative accounting and misstated accounting to avoid taxes while small 

companies use fake invoices, not using invoices at all or avoiding bookkeeping to avoid taxes. 

The problem is well spread and we are well aware of the problem.” The respondent from tax 

bureau also talks about the bad moral and ethical that business people have in China: “The 

people in the society here today is not eager to pay tax and have bad tax moral. We are trying 

English Chinese

Companies are in high degree using 

creative accounting to avoid taxes. 
Percentage Number Average

Companies are in high degree using 

creative accounting to avoid taxes. 
Percentage Number Average

1 0% 0 0 1 20% 8 8

2 7% 1 2 2 0% 0 0

3 33% 5 15 3 17% 7 21

4 47% 7 28 4 17% 7 28

5 0% 0 0 5 10% 4 20

No opinion 13% 2 No opinion 37% 15

Total 100% 15 3,462 Total 100% 41 2,962

Total Total

Companies are in high degree using 

creative accounting to avoid taxes. 
Percentage Number Average

1 14% 8 8

2 2% 1 2

3 21% 12 36

4 25% 14 56

5 7% 4 20

No opinion 30% 17

Total 100% 56 3,128

Total
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to raise the moral and willingness to pay tax and often talk about the compliments to pay taxes 

(纳税遵从). We are trying to focus and work for a better tax moral among the society here in 

China. We are trying to explain where the paid taxes leads to and by that make people 

understand the importance and usage of tax”.  

Interview respondent G continues and explains about that the well spread tax avoidance that 

sometimes is legal but many times also extends outside the law and it is not mistakes the 

respondent says:  “…The tax laws is pretty easy to understand even for people that are not 

working with it full time. Of course you need some training before but then I would say that 

they are pretty easy to understand, not that complicated even for a non-experts.” Respondent 

E claims that the tax laws are fairly good however the respondents still think that the room for 

tax avoidance is too big in China today. “Related institutions need to improve the current 

Chinese taxation laws, to provide a smaller or no room for tax avoidance”.  

Respondent I has an interesting view of the problem, the companies that is trying to go public 

(as they are) or companies that are having many powerful outside owners might be less eager 

to avoid tax but instead present high earnings in their reports to satisfy outside pressure, while 

companies with highly involved owners are more eager to have more personal gain by 

lowering results and by that avoiding taxes.     

Q25: A systematic tax reduction policy is important in many industries to be able to stay 

competitive 

Table 4.25: A systematic tax reduction policy is important in many industries to be able to stay competitive, Eng, Chi and 

total  

 

 

There is a big difference between the English and Chinese speaking respondents on this 

question. The results are much higher and indicate a higher degree of agreeing from the 

Chinese respondents. According to the tax bureau respondent the tax avoidance is widely 

English Chinese

A systematic tax reduction policy is 

important in many industries to be able to 

stay competitive. 

Percentage Number Average

A systematic tax reduction policy is 

important in many industries to be able to 

stay competitive. 

Percentage Number Average

1 13% 2 2 1 5% 2 2

2 7% 1 2 2 0% 0 0

3 33% 5 15 3 10% 4 12

4 20% 3 12 4 34% 14 56

5 13% 2 10 5 37% 15 75

No opinion 13% 2 No opinion 15% 6

Total 100% 15 3,154 Total 100% 41 4,143

Total Total

A systematic tax reduction policy is 

important in many industries to be able to 

stay competitive. 

Percentage Number Average

1 7% 4 4

2 2% 1 2

3 16% 9 27

4 30% 17 68

5 30% 17 85

No opinion 14% 8

Total 100% 56 3,875

Total
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spread in the society. The problem might be as suggested that many companies also see it as a 

competition disadvantage by not avoiding taxes.  

Since the biggest way to avoid tax among big companies is to manipulate accounting the tax 

avoidance has a very big impact on the whole financial report provided by the company. Also 

small companies that tend to avoid correct invoice keeping or avoid bookkeeping is of big 

impact on the financial reporting and makes it almost impossible to audit the companies.  The 

auditor (respondent E) is also concluding that small companies are more eager to avoid taxes 

so that the often involved owners can gain monetary benefits by hiding revenues from the tax 

authorities.      

4.10 Cost reduction 

Q26: The companies investments in accounting and auditing in China can be 

significantly reduced without having to cut down quality 

Table 4.26: The companies investments in accounting and auditing in China can be significantly reduced without having to 

cut down quality 

 

 

The respondents do not seem to have any alike believe on the question if accounting and 

auditing cost could be reduced in China without intruding on the quality. It seems like some 

people believe that there is a pretty good room for providers of audit and accounting services 

to drastically lower their prices without interfering on the quality of the end product. Even if it 

is only 2% that are giving this survey question a 1 mark it is 21% giving it an 2 and by that 

showing that almost 1 out of 4 (23%) thinks that there is no room for price reduction.  We can 

also see that there is a big concentration of answers on 3 and the total average on this question 

is 3,275. This indicates that this question appears to be a pretty average big problem. However 

the problem might not be the average score, but instead the fairly big number of respondents 

thinking that the price is too high.  

The companies investments in accounting 

and auditing in China can be significantly 

reduced without having to cut down quality. 

Percentage Number Average

The companies investments in accounting 

and auditing in China can be significantly 

reduced without having to cut down quality. 

Percentage Number Average

1 7% 1 1 1 0% 0 0

2 80% 12 24 2 0% 0 0

3 13% 2 6 3 41% 17 51

4 0% 0 0 4 24% 10 40

5 0% 0 0 5 22% 9 45

No opinion 0% 0 No opinion 12% 5

Total 100% 15 2,067 Total 100% 41 3,778

Total Total

The companies investments in accounting 

and auditing in China can be significantly 

reduced without having to cut down quality. 

Percentage Number Average

1 2% 1 1

2 21% 12 24

3 34% 19 57

4 18% 10 40

5 16% 9 45

No opinion 9% 5

Total 100% 56 3,275

Total
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Respondent E says: “Of course we could reduce the costs, but that would mean that we would 

have to do our work during fewer hours or with lower educated personnel. It is hard to have 

the balance act between being able to ensure a certain degree of professionalism and 

guarantee that we should provide with a lower price.”  

Q27: Chinese companies are to a high extent striving to minimize accounting and 

auditing cost at the cost of quality of financial report 

Table 4.27: Chinese companies are to a high extent striving to minimize accounting and auditing cost at the cost of quality of 

financial report 

 

When you look at accounting and auditing compared with cost reduction in China you will 

soon see that this is a very complex subject. On one hand the big 4 audit firms are growing 

rapidly in China even though they are usually regarded as more expensive than other firms 

(iaudit.cn). So this could be an indication that the cost reduction is not as big as we think. On 

the other hand small cheap audit and accounting firms are also growing fast in China and 

according to many respondents the quality and knowledge that these small firms holds 

fluctuates a lot. If the cost would be the main reason for the choice in how to handle these     

Respondent E claims “We have a problem with smaller usually local firms that can offer a 

cheaper price but they also provide a lower quality service. Usually for a client that we would 

send three high educated personnel in one week to audit there operation a smaller firm might 

only send two usually with lower education and they might only be performing an two days 

audit. …The difference is in what guarantee of quality and trustworthiness the end user is 

looking for.”    

 

  

Chinese companies are to a high extent 

striving to minimize accounting and 

auditing cost at the cost of quality of 

financial report.  

Percentage Number Average

1 0% 0 0

2 5% 3 6

3 25% 14 42

4 41% 23 92

5 27% 15 75

No opinion 2% 1

Total 100% 56 3,909

Total
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5.0 Analysis  
Based on the collected empirical data, the theoretical framework and the scientists own 

experience conclusions are formed. This will draw a brighter light to the question: What are 

the underlying reasons for the assumed low financial reporting quality (FRQ) in China? 

Table 5.1: Survey Summary 

 

 Source: Author 

5.1 Legal system  
Table 5.2: Legal system summary  

 

As China is getting more and more similar to the western economies their adaption of IFRS 

seems like a great improvement for their accounting standards. The respondents from this 

survey are satisfied with the development of Chinese accounting standards both the ASBE 

(IFRS) as well as the local PRC GAAP. What can conclude is that these improvements have 

developed and simplified the accounting in China. The simplifying that have been the focus 

on the development of accounting standards can be linked with the simplifying of tax laws 

and regulations which seems to be an motto that recur in many development plans that China 

has for economical regulations. Thanks to this simplifying strategy the regulators shows that 

the earlier critics about too unclear and complicated standards have been adjusted with a 

satisfying result. It is also a successful example on how China is willing to seek assistance 

from abroad to solve domestic problems. It is also a good example of something we have seen 

more recurring where China acting and willing adopt foreign ideas from international 

organizations but customize them after the local system. If this is customizing is something 

good is something that every single occasion need to be evaluated individually, in the case of 

IFRS I believe that the positive effects overtakes the negative.           

There have been suggestions that the development of standards and regulations have been 

going too fast which have left many workers unable to follow the new movements and by that 

be lacking in knowledge. However this does not seem to be the case according to the 

respondents in this survey.  Many claims that the standards are getting simplified and the time 

Type Average % difference

Legal system 3,232 0,11%

Education 2,840 -12,02%

Pressure 3,623 12,23%

Political impact 3,425 6,09%

Ownership structure 3,529 9,32%

Audit quality 1,743 -46,00%

Low business ethics 3,569 10,54%

Tax avoidance 3,502 8,47%

Cost reduction 3,592 11,26%

Total Average 3,228

Type Average % difference

Legal system 3,232 0,11%
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it takes to understand the new rules are still more sufficient and more effective than to work 

with the older unclear and often overlapping standards. So the simplified rules and regulations 

seem to be bringing synergy effects with it. 

Legal system actually got a very good score on the questions regarding the systems 

development and the quality of the standards today. While the legal actions and the disclosure 

quality, internationally compared, had more negative marks. These, are according to my 

interpretation,  indications on good legislations but where the legal upholders still lack in their 

work due to things such as learning curve complications, no sufficient ways of handling the 

matter, weak penalization on law breakers but mostly due to corrupt and unstable institutions 

that are supposed to uphold and control that the legislations are followed. Many of the 

problems in this area appear to originate from fraudulent government institutions.       

The legal system seems to be hard to predict which can be linked back to Hofstedes cultural 

paradigm. But the big problem here seems to be the unpredictable law verdicts and low 

protection for stakeholders as well as legal actions against falsified financial reports. When 

the state lacks of control it will put extra pressure on the private persons that need to ensure 

the protection by themselves. This seems to be the case in China.      

 

Figure 5.1: Legal system  

Source: Author 

There is also a belief that Chinese companies abroad would have higher FRQ than 

domestically listed, a notable thing about that is that many of the Chinese companies listed 

abroad are smaller enterprises that cannot get in to the domestic stock exchanges. So the 

common opinion in western countries that it is only big and stable companies that seek 

investments like this from abroad is also not completely true for China. It is not always the 

biggest companies that are going for IPO abroad but mostly fast growing firms in need of new 

capital. By that contradicting many European companies that first get cash injection from the 

domestic market after that then go to collect a cash injection from abroad with a new IPO. 

This is also an indication that it is not the biggest with assumed highest FRQ that are listed 
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but instead smaller firms.  Still many respondents believed that Chinese listed companies 

abroad had better FRQ than domestically listed companies. The three main differences that 

can be seen between companies listed abroad and domestically affecting the FRQ are:  (1) 

Transparency and disclosure – in this survey we will time after time go back and see that 

transparency and the extents needed to be disclosure are an area where China is lacking a lot. 

(2) Legal action and protection - just as the first point it seems like this is an area where China 

needs to develop a lot before it is at the same stage as their international counterparts. (3) 

Laws and regulations for listing and delisting - Even if the disclosure, audit and disclosure 

demands might be higher in many foreign stock exchanges the regulations regarding 

presented numbers for listing and delisting seems to be more strict in the Chinese stock 

markets which might lead to higher earnings pressure for managers. 

5.2 Education  
Table 5.3: Education Summary 

 

The education was one of the areas that got the best overall score indicating that this 

institution is in comparison to other problems relatively small and this institution can provide 

future professionals with required knowledge to produce and understand financial reports. 

The higher education in China seems to have been influenced a lot by international systems 

and procedures and have by that been able to pretty fast develop and provide an international 

competitive schooling. There are still some small problems with the education system and 

there is room for improvements on this field. What still is missing in the Chinese schooling 

system is the emphasis on accounting ethics, how to use financial figures as tools and more 

focus on understanding the correlations between a misstated financial report and its effects on 

the market. Even if lately some small steps in the right direction has been taken. When they 

also have perfected this the Chinese education will be able to provide very competitive 

education which also will give higher moral and professionalism from the students when they 

later will be working. 

5.3 Pressure 
Table 5.4: Pressure Summary 

 

Earlier studies have indicated financial distressed companies manipulating accounts to higher 

extent compared to other groups of companies. This survey does not seem to get a result that 

is supplementing the earlier studies to the full magnitude. Pressure are pointed out as a big 

incentive for managers to manipulate accounts but it is not seen any correlation between 

financial distressed companies and higher frequency of misstated financial reports. The strict 

rules on the domestic stock markets might be an incentive to manipulate earnings but are not 

seen as a vastly bigger incentive than many others behind bias financial reports.   

Type Average % difference

Education 2,840 -12,02%

Type Average % difference

Pressure 3,623 12,23%
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According to this survey there do not seem to be any correlation between listed firms (which 

often is presumed being under bigger earnings pressure through more shareholders and much 

more public visibility) and a higher degree of manipulated accounts.  The assumed connection 

between higher pressure that a listed company contains would push the managers to 

manipulate the financial reports more is something that in this survey is suggested not to be 

the case. With the respondent acknowledging that listed and non-listed companies have the 

same quality in their reporting. Just as above mentioned example, there might be an incentive 

to manipulate earnings but still not vastly bigger than many other incentives. The non-listed 

companies’ pressure in form of society, the usually smaller liquidity, expectations on IPO 

from mangers and investors as well as creditors pressure seems to weight almost as much as 

manipulation incentives as the ones for a listed company.  

With a limited market for raising capital the competition between companies will be massive. 

This would in that case lead to a higher competition between companies trying to get capital 

injections in China than in other nations with broader boosting capital opportunities. The 

competition will lead to bigger pressure to stick out and by that present a better financial 

report than the competitors. Hence, this restricted market for capital injections with higher 

competition pressure might lead to a higher tendency towards biased accounts and 

manipulated earnings to attract the limited investments. Still traditional creditors such as 

banks and professional investors do not put foremost emphasis on the financial reports, 

however this is something that most managers are not aware of and manipulating is still the 

easiest way for managers to bring a better light to their firm.      

 

Figure 5.2: Pressure 

Source: Author  

5.4 Political impact 
Table 5.5: Political Impact Summary 

 

Something that is still seen as a big problem hanging over and affecting the low quality 

reporting is the government’s involvement both in companies per say but also the 

Type Avarage % difference

Political impact 3,425 6,09%
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involvement and influence of the whole market. The need for a more open market is wanted 

by many respondents. Even though the government’s involvement in the market is lower 

today than for some years ago it is still a great impact on the business society which leads to a 

big problem where the institutional environment is weak when it comes to public laws and 

strong on informal social network and private connections. This kind of society usually 

provides great incentives for corruption. This corruption is in the long run never good for a 

society. Since the state that instead of seeing to the publics’ best interest will be the ones with 

connection to the government benefiting, while others might not get the same chances. This is 

a well know phenomena in China and often referred to as “guanxi”.      

We can also see that the government’s involvement in the market affects most of the other 

underlying reasons in this survey. For example are education, pressure, ownership structure, 

ethics, tax avoidance and cost reduction all highly linked with political impact.        

Though the state-owned companies have a lot of benefits their reports do not seem to be more 

trust worthy. Why are, as the survey result showed, Chinese state-controlled companies as 

trustworthy as-, or even less trustworthy than other companies even though all their benefits? 

What we have heard from the creditors in this survey is that they do not put that much 

emphasis on financial data when conducting their revision of the firm but still easier grant 

loans to state-owned entities. Could then the pressure that the owners in form of the state have 

a bigger emphasis on financial reports which increase the incentives to manipulate earnings? 

The interviews and survey that have been conducted got a pretty conclusive answer where the 

respondents seem to believe that there was not a very visible difference between state-

controlled and private firms trustworthiness. Numerous respondents even claimed that the 

state-owned firms could be less trustworthy in their reporting. This could be linked with the 

legal actions where there have been indications that state-owned companies will not as often 

be detected for their bias financial reports. To not get prosecuted as O’Gara (2004) claims is 

one of the main incentives for a manager to manipulate earnings.  

One of the reasons that was talked about for not as easy being detected in state involved firms 

was that the audits is performed by the state controlled organ Audit Bureau. This is interferes 

with the independent audit principal that is one of the two critical necessitates for a 

dependable audit (Owens, 1941).  When an auditor in this case audit an organ that is owned 

by the same establishment as it self it is a recurring threat and tendency for overseeing and 

neglect misstatements. To prevent these kind of non-satisfying audit independency problem 

regulators needs to open up the state-owned companies for a free market audit competition. 

On a free market platform where private audit firms auditing the state owned firms the 

independence problem would probably be decreased drastically.     

Big problems here are that this low trust (mainly from their Chinas own citizens, see figure 

5.3 below) increase the low trust for what the government are doing when their own 

companies have untrustworthy disclosure. Since these companies represent the state it effects 

so much more, not only the trust for this companies but also the populations trust in the 

society as a whole, wiliness to pay tax, moral standards (“if the government do not play by the 
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rules why should I do”), limit willingness to follow the legal regulations and gives a lower 

willingness for political influence on the market.    

 

Figure 5.3: Political impact 

Source: Author  

5.5 Ownership structure  
Table 5.6: Ownership Structure Summary 

 

Even though the average score on ownership structure was 9,32% over (negative view from 

respondents) average, the real problem it did not seem to be the ownership structure itself 

carrying the high amount of risk threaten FRQ  with an average score of 3,169 or 5,03% lower 

than average. The transparency however is 27,36% over average. This indicates that the main 

problem in the ownership structure lies in the transparency.  

 

Figure 5.4: Ownership Structure 

Source: Author  

The result indicates that the transparency including possibility for outside stakeholders to 

really know what is going on in the governances of firms needs to be better. It is also an 

indication that the ownership structure with large controlling owners should not be any greater 

Type Average % difference

Ownership structure 3,529 9,32%
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problem. However the transparency also affects many other parts of the underlying problem. 

Also the hierarchical business system provides possibilities for managers to commit frauds 

this is a gap in the buried in the roots of the Chinese business foundations and might be hard 

to solve overnight. So to sum up the ownership structure we can conclude that the two main 

problems in this area are the transparency and hierarchy which both are affecting the whole 

business structure and are deeply rooted in the business culture which might need long term to 

improve.     

5.6 Audits 
Table 5.7: Audit Summary 

 

The audit profession has the latest years been regarded as a pretty reliable industry in China 

and the numbers in this survey seems to conclude that. No matter if there is the bank, an 

outside investor, accountants, stock analysts or the tax authority, they all think that the 

auditors job is very important, good and a safe service. They also regard the independent audit 

to be of great help to prevent frauds in the financial reports that they are working with. Most 

of the respondents I have been talking to seems to believe that it is the auditors opinion to be 

the only source of information they need to determine if the numbers presented to them is 

trustworthy or not.   

Something that can be seen from this survey compared to earlier once is that the respect and 

confidence in auditors are growing rapidly. Comparing to the survey 1995 where 60% 

claimed to have no confidence for auditors with this surveys absolutely most revealing answer 

with an enormously big trust for auditors. Hence it shows that the efforts that have been done 

by Chinese Institute of Certified Public Accountants (CICPA) and the Ministry of Finance 

(MOF) have delivered results. Maybe also the high numbers of issued modified reports by 

auditors (11% of the listed companies on an average the latest ten years received modified 

audit reports) have been a reasons implementing the auditors independence and by that have 

the public belief grown to today’s high trust.      

This thesis executed survey is also indicating that Yang’s (2001) claim that it is only in the 

listed Chinese companies where the audit quality has improved might not be accurate.  This 

results indicates that even many non-listed companies are being audited by a more 

knowledgeable and independent auditor today than earlier. Even though the indication from 

this survey’s respondents is that the higher quality of auditors are mostly connected with the 

bigger more established audit firms. As suggested by Wang (2010) do the big firms have a 

better reputation and probably a higher audit quality than smaller ones in China. Another 

implication from this survey is that the development of auditors has also been most 

centralized to the more developed tier one (T1) and tier two (T2) cities.   

Two explanations to the lower result among English speaking respondents on the question on 

auditors skills and independence might be that the English speakers are referring more to 

Type Average % difference

Audit quality 1,743 -46,00%
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these examples of bad auditing that they have been told of. It could also be as simple to be 

due to less trust/experience on the auditors’ knowledge and work compared to other markets. 

It seems however as most of the respondents agrees that the lower audit skills and 

independent are far more common in smaller local companies and/or in lesser economical 

developed cities.    

 

Figure 5.5: Audit skills, Eng and Chi respondents Source: Author  

Many earlier researchers have drawn a parallel between bad audit quality in China and 

education problems (e.g. Ferdinand et al., 2009). This could be a parallel that we could draw 

in this survey as well but that the link between the two might today be the reason for the fairly 

high quality. Non-surprisingly these two parameters are the once that gets the lowest average 

mark in this survey. This implement that the two could be linked together: with a good 

education you improve the audit quality and with a good audit quality you can better prevent 

frauds and misstatements in financial reports.  This survey suggests that compared to earlier 

studies competence of the auditors as well as the education system has improved. Today the 

education system is not a big source for misinterpreted audits.  

 

Figure 5.6: Audit and Education compared to the total average Source: Author  

5.7 Low ethics 
Table 5.8: Low Ethics Summary 
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We can draw a parallel between what we have seen in the literature review where Hofstedes 

cultural dimension talked about the low commitment towards the employer as one outstanding 

aspect of the Chinese individualism. This can probably be linked to many managers’ acts 

where the root of the problem is the low moral. A low moral that is linked to the cultural 

aspect will lead to frauds against the own organization. This means that they are committing 

frauds for personal gains which mostly not gain the organization (O’Gara, 2004). Therefore 

this would according to my interpretation usually result in high corruption and asset 

misappropriation in the society, which currently are big problems in China.  

It was earlier argued by ACFE that 58% of all frauds are committed by non-managerial 

employees, however this is something that is contradicted in this thesis. The respondents in 

this survey seem to more accuse the managers for being the biggest reasons for the bad FRQ 

and by that more going with COSO’s line where they also reported that the biggest numbers 

of frauds had people in managerial positions involved in it. As earlier researchers have proven, 

managers are the ones committing the main frauds both in times but mostly monetary wise.  It 

was also said by O’Gara (2004) that financial reporting frauds occurs at the top of the 

organization, this by using power and control as important tools to perform the fraud. This 

survey’s respondents have agreed with those theories, claiming that managers in Chinese 

organizations possess too much power in from the earlier discussed hierarchical problem.  

Something that O’Gara (2004) talked about was under what circumstances the biggest 

likelihoods of frauds being conducted. He found out that one of the biggest threats that 

interfered non-manipulated accounts were when manager believing that even though fraud is 

detected they will not get prosecuted for it. When managers are facing little risk of getting 

prosecuted for their earnings management it is merely the business ethics that is keeping them 

from committing the frauds (Elitzur 2011). Taking this in to account there is a big indication 

of problem when this survey questions that got high scores also can be linked to this survey’s 

question six, about legal actions against misstated financial reports was discussed, the result 

shown that the respondents seem to agree with O’Gara and claimed that China needs more 

effective actions against frauds and by that the FRQ would gain. With 86% of the respondents 

to big extent agreeing with this thought of needed better prosecution and more effective 

investigation against manipulated accounts. At the same time the business ethics with 3,569 

was one of the highest ranked as main problem to the low FRQ. This two together present a 

major problem,  today the trust for legal upholders are very low and their work do not seem to 

give the desired effect. Here the regulators have a big problem to work with but that can 

improve the FRQ enormously and at the same time the other main reason hindering earnings 

management, ethics, also are presumed as a low possibility to prevent misstated financial 

reports. My analysis is that it would be easier and faster to first try to focus on reduce the 

possibilities to produce bias financial reports by better prosecution, law verdicts and limit 

management opportunities. The second step could later be to try to increase the business 

moral preferably by more leading by example from the states side.     

Type Average % difference

Low business ethics 3,569 10,54%
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As per above matters and executed survey’s the business ethics have according to this study 

been a big problem in China is compromising the integrity of the financial reports. This thesis 

likewise indicates what earlier researchers have claimed (such as Choi and Pae, 2011) that 

low business ethics was closely related with high earnings management.. Discussed in the 

empirical data chapter is that the respondents have a low trust for Chinese managers ethical 

standards as well as a belief that the personal gains are put in front of the companies interests. 

This alone is great incentives on low reporting quality but also the fact that this, like William 

and Zhihong (2011) is implementing, can lead to a lower moral standard in the organizations. 

If so, the lower moral standard might lead to higher willingness to conduct frauds among 

everybody in the organization, a low business ethics overtake an organization and make all 

involved more willing to conduct frauds. In China it seems like this low moral and ethics are 

of great importance to create an acceptance among the producers of financial data that bias 

financial report is not morally wrong. The whole problem creates its own catch 22 problem. 

With a higher business ethics many earnings management attempts would be prevented within 

the organization. 

5.8 Tax avoidance  
Table 5.9: Tax Avoidance  Summary 

 

There are often two different incitements for desired result that are contradicting each other. 

On one hand presented high revenue in the result gives good reputation, easier to attract new 

investors, better credit conditions and high personal gains in form of bonuses etcetera to top 

managers. On the other hand a zero result will have the outcome of a no need to pay the 

income tax on (usually) 25% of the profit. Many managers stand at a crossroads where 

manipulating earnings both can be to increase or decrease the result. It seems however in this 

survey that both behaviors can be spotted to high magnitudes in China. Tax avoidance is a big 

problem in China and the government is trying many new methods to get a better control of 

the problem. From my perspective of this survey it seems to be a parallel between firms with 

few important outside stakeholder that demand a high profit, by that the profit pursuit is low 

and managers aims to decrease their result. Most Chinese SMEs seem to be looking for low 

results and by that be able to avoid taxes. With few outside owners this is an easier way for 

managers to get personal gains. Since the moral and willingness to pay taxes are low in China 

is seems like a common accepted and expected technique to use in many firms. It was also 

recognized that smaller companies try to keep money completely of the accounting system by 

various manipulations of invoices. This is an excessive way for companies to avoid both the 

VAT tax and decrease their result.   

On the other hand this thesis suggest that Chinese listed companies and companies with 

strong outside stakeholders try to increase their earnings due to the outside pressure and 

managers personal gains from different incentive structures that this kind of companies 

usually built up to prevent agency cost. As Pincus et al. (2007) also claimed has the business 

Type Average % difference

Avoid tax 3,502 8,47%
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system with strong outside shareholders occasionally rewarded the management when they 

have presented falsified high revenues this mostly in form of bonuses and other incentives 

trying to prevent agency costs. Bigger companies might have tougher to keep businesses 

outside the books in the way SMEs are doing, bigger companies is often conducted frequently 

and invoices are sounded by stricter control. Also the accounts are big which simplify the 

manipulation in the accounting that is both easier and can include bigger amounts. This might 

be two reasons for big companies to manipulate accounts instead of like small companies 

avoid invoices. 

This survey suggest that the small companies might try to lower their result and by that avoid 

taxes while the listed companies increase their earnings (as explained by Yanping et, al.,2008) 

due to the different incentives. We can by that see a correlation between the pressure, 

ownership structure and tax avoidance. With a broad and high concentration of outside 

owners putting earnings pressure on these companies causes a trend to raise earnings. This to 

realize earnings expectations and satisfy investor while companies with weaker outside 

owners seems to lower earnings and by that avoid income tax. So Yanping et al.’s (2008) 

diagram where listed companies are raising earnings is confirmed by this survey, conversely 

SMEs with weak outside shareholders tries to decrease earnings and by that avoid tax. There 

might also be a problem with a tax law that does not regulate the possibilities for tax 

avoidance. With stricter rules and harder monitoring insuring that these laws are fulfilled the 

tax avoidance might be limited. However as I see it this has today two main problems except 

the obvious one with needed changes and improvements of the tax law, these two are (1) the 

today low possibility from legal upholders to assure this legal changes are respected, and (2) 

Chinese culture that is formed in an very uncertainty accepting country. Preferring some 

rooms for varieties in the laws.       

The systematic tax reduction policy seems to be a necessarily to stay competitive. This 

reflects the low tax moral where the respondents sees the tax as something that reduces 

competitiveness without seeing the benefits and compliments they get from paying taxes. If 

Chinese regulators want to gain the willingness to pay taxes it is important to explain what the 

payers get back from their tax money. This can be linked to a bad transparency since people 

are not willing to see their tax money go down a black hole. The state needs to improve a lot 

to be able to gain the societies trust. Since this problem also is linked with the low trust for the 

government. With a low trust for the government as well as a nontransparent system people 

views taxes as an unnecessary expense that ought to be reduced. Only by long term high 

quality delivery can trust be gained, like the audit profession to some extent has been able to 

do in China and can be viewed as a good example to follow. If the tax bureau can perform 

high transparency that can show that the tax money is used efficient and serving the society 

the eagerness for tax avoidance would be reduced.  Of course there will always be a high 

eagerness to avoid taxes in all societies but with a higher trust and transparency of the 

government this eagerness could be reduced drastically.  
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The tax avoidance is many times performed in the gray zone of what is accepted according to 

today’s accounting standards which many times can go over to illegal manipulations of 

accounts. Not only is the illegal aspect a problem but it might also be very hard to compare 

different companies which might restrain the true and fair view of the company. That is one of 

the foundations of accounting and is necessary to be able to compare firms. So the tax 

avoidance / tax evasion might be a very big problem that needs to be dealt with by in my 

opinion the earlier mentioned transparency and efficient tax money handling from the states 

side. Here ASBE has one of its biggest disadvantages since it is a principal based standards it 

provides bigger room for own interpretation by its owners and users. Therefore the room for 

tax avoidance would be higher.   

That systematic tax reduction is needed to stay competitive seems to be something that many 

of the respondents agree on.  This could probably be due to two different reasons, one is that 

Chinese companies have small margins and need to reduce any costs and expenses possible to 

stay price competitive against their competitors, the other might be that the tax avoidance is 

so widely spread that companies that are trying to avoid taxes have an competitive shortage 

towards all the tax avoiding companies. The high percentage of Chinese speaking respondents 

agreeing to this statement is interesting. They seem to have a much higher acceptance of tax 

reduction and tax reduction policies than the English speaking respondents.   

 

Figure 5.7: Tax Avoidance 

Source: Author  

Just as trust for the government and ethics, the tax reduction survey questions got significantly 

more negative result among the Chinese respondents. This is in my opinion an indication that 

these three might have strong connections between each other’s which also have been argued 

for earlier in this Chapter. For some reason these three and the connections between them are 

having a negative effect on the view from Chinese respondents than foreigners.    
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5.9 Cost reduction  
Table 5.10: Cost Reduction Summary 

 

The cost reduction is presently a big problem in China. The subject is very complex and most 

respondents are well aware of the cost and quality correlation. The main problem at the 

moment is that managers are focusing far too much on cost reduction and by that quality gets 

lesser importance. This has been and is a problem for many developing countries during their 

fast growing development path. Countries as Japan and South Korea had the same problem 

during their first years when moving from developing country to industrialized economies. 

This is also something that this thesis is pointing at for China. In this survey many 

respondents claims that it is going in the right direction. Maybe as China is turning from a 

cheap manufacturing country to a knowledge based service oriented country the price gets a 

lesser importance by that companies can afford the extra cost that will ensure a higher FRQ. It 

is also a higher requirements and needs for trustable figures for knowledge based companies 

compared to mass manufacturing companies which will create an internal need for higher 

FRQ. As China opens for foreign interests their requirements for reliable presentations might 

also be reasons for a higher tendency of not hinder the quality by cost reduction arrangements. 

Additionally as Chinas economy develops this problem seem to get a more natural solution. 

However today China still base much of their economical development and export on cheap 

labor production which might be one of the reasons for the low score in the survey.    

An interesting aspect is that many of the respondents’ claims that the accounting and auditing 

service companies are pricing to high. At the same time high numbers of the respondents has 

a view where Chinese companies are going for the cheapest and are willing to lose in quality 

just for saving some money. This might indicate that the purchasers of these services avoid 

the high priced firms since there is not enough appreciation on the price-quality correlation. 

Another reason might be that high quality performers are pricing too high for the market and 

by that makes many companies reluctant to use their services.   

Type Average % difference

Cost reduction 3,592 11,26%
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6.0 Conclusion and Recommendation   
What are the underlying reasons for the assumed low FRQ in China?  

The suggestion from this survey is that the main reasons, out of the investigated nine reasons, 

risking affecting FRQ negatively are: (1) Pressure – that influences managers and is a great 

incentive for earnings management. (2) Political impact – the political impact seem to have a 

substantial negative influence on companies FRQ. (3) Corporate governance – low 

transparency and hierarchal business structures seems to be bigger problems than the few very 

powerful corporate owners itself. (4) Low business ethics – a too corrupt and non-moral 

business structure threatens the integrity of the financial reports. (5) Tax avoidance – the 

unwillingness to pay taxes makes many companies reduce earnings or hide sales to avoid 

VAT. (6) Cost reduction – The high endeavor to keep costs down might in many cases also 

bring effects on the quality of disclosed material.  These six explanations are in this survey 

very clustered and are hard to distinguish in any certain order but instead they all seem to 

material reasons behind low FRQ in China.      

 
Figure 6.1: View on latitude of reason behind low FRQ  

Source: Author  

The Chinese intuitions and system has gone through remarkable changes since the reforms 

started in the late 80’s. And today the system has the possibilities to provide high quality 

financial reporting. The laws and regulations can provide the right ground for good reports 

based on the result on this survey. Things such as laws, accounting standards and tax 

regulation hold a standard that can be compared with more developed economies. However 

the institutions use of this platform to insure high FRQ is still lacking, things such as legal 

action towards falsified financial reports and upholding an non corrupt business society still 

needs to be improved for the country to be able to continue increasing the quality.  
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What we also can see from above diagram is that audit quality seems to be the most 

developed and lest dysfunctional reason behind low FRQ. This contradicts the earlier studies 

on the subject claiming high problems in audit quality. It should be mentioned though that this 

survey finds a great difference in China today between high quality audits and low quality 

audits. The education system is also regarded highly among the experts that have participated 

in this survey and is not regarded as any bigger reason behind the low FRQ in China. The 

professionals that work with this holds the expected knowledge and the Chinese education 

system can provide the necessary education for future professionals within the field.   

What can be done to develop the financial reporting in the future? 

The main structure of the Chinese society is in most aspects high-qualitative and provides a 

good ground for high FRQ. However there are numerous flaws in the system which mostly is 

because of earlier mentioned reasons.  These reasons are great incentives for presenting bias 

financial reports to a high degree in China. While the institutions such as legal system, 

education, auditing have developed a lot latest years and by that improved the financial 

reports of Chinese companies. There are new steps needed to be taken to continue to build a 

better ground ensuring high FRQ.  

This thesis suggests the government to focus on: 

1. Lower political intervention on the market, a more opened market will lead to an 

improved professionalism among the companies.  

2. Open up markets for fair competition and by that give state owned companies the 

same rules to play by as private companies. State owned companies should also be a 

model that other companies would strive after and these firms need to be at front when 

it comes to present trustworthy data. 

3. Open up for more possible ways for Chinese firms to raise capital. By more options 

the competition and pressure on good presented earnings might be lower and reduce 

incentives for earnings management.    

4. Work to develop a more horizontal business society, with flatter organizations where 

even employees at lower positions have the power to prevent misstated reports.  

5. Prevent all kinds of corruption in the business society and avoid the relationship based 

business model where “guanxi” is the leading word.   

6. Spread the ownerships in companies.  

7. Provide more effective protection against fraud and have better actions against 

misbehaving executives. With more predicable law verdicts as one important step to 

take.  

8. Build up a more transparent system. The business system as well as the government 

itself needs to be more transparent. Disclosure needs to be higher from all parts of the 

business and political scene.  

9. Many of the above mentioned improvements for the government are related to leading 

by example, by achieving that the Chinese government will gain a higher confidence 

among the public. With higher trustworthiness their actions against low moral and bad 
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business ethics will have a more effective influence on the public. Simply through 

practicing what you preach the reliability are higher and the state can more effective 

increase the moral and ethics in business.         

For outside stakeholder to ensure higher FRQ in their entity there is some suggestions that can 

be done that encourage higher disclosure quality.  

1. Ensure that the bookkeeping and auditing is performed by firms capable of 

performing these tasks and not a cheap alternative. Demand audit from a well 

know audit company and preferably in a first- or second-tier city. Since this is 

some good presumptions of high quality audit. 

2. Put pressure on the company to present more transparent disclosure, the disclosure 

needed by law is usually not sufficient enough.  

3. Understand that the protection against falsified information is not as good as laws 

and regulations indicate. Ensure higher safekeeping by own supervision and 

actively make certain higher precautions.  

 

Recommendation for further research  

Since this thesis due to limited time and resources only have been performing the research on 

a limited number of respondents and the research have been limited to three places in China. 

With more divided respondent groups and higher number of participants in the survey the 

result can be more statistically reliable.  

Other further recommendations for further research are to evaluate each of the nine reasons 

that are pointed out by this thesis as main reasons for the low FRQ and evaluate them. This 

since all these subjects are fairly big and could be more investigated and divided separately.    

Questions regarding listed compared and non-listed companies, quality of disclosure and the 

view on Chinese managers had big difference between the English speaking and Chinese 

speaking respondents.  This could be something for further study to look in to.  

Compare the reasons behind low FRQ in China with other nation to find differences and 

similarities.  
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Appendix I  
Position and Industry Quantitative Survey English Respondents  

Respondent Position  Industry 

1 Accountant Consulting 

2 GM Banking 

3 
Business Development 

Associate 

Professional 

Services 

4 consultant consultancy 

5 Partner Accounting 

6 Manager Audit 

7 CFO Consulting 

8 Operation Manager Transport 

9 GM HR 

10 Manager HR 

11 CEO Consulting 

12 Associate Marketing 

13 Analyst Investment 

14 Analyst bank 

15 Account Mangager Audit 
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Position and Industry Quantitative Survey Chinese Respondents  

Number Position  Industy 

1 

注 册 会

计师 
会计 

2 出纳 IT 

3 会计 服务业 

4 CFO IT 

5 财务 物流 

6 财务 电子 

7 

客 户 经

理 
银行 

8 公务员 税务 

9 

证 券 分

析师 
证券行业 

10 

财 务 会

计 
PE 

11 
associa

te 
audit 

12 

初 级 审

计助理 
审计事务所 

13 

审 计 助

理 
审计咨询 

14 

审 计

CPA 
审计 

15 会计师 教育 

16 经理 物流 

17 审计 审计 

18 CFO 娱乐 

19 会计 娱乐 

20 业主 贸易 

21 

证 券 分

析师 
银行 

22 财务 贸易 

23 

初 级 审

计助理 
审计 

24 

客 户 经

理 
银行 

25 财务 物流 

26 会计师 会计公司 

27 会计 食物 

28 CEO IT 

29 财务 IT 

30 经理 IT 

31 

财 务 中

介 
投资 
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32 

销 售 经

理 
IT 

33 

销 售 经

理 
IT 

34 会计师 翻译 

35 

财 务 咨

询 
咨询 

36 

投 资 咨

询 
咨询 

37 

财 务 咨

询 
咨询 

38 副总编 信息 新闻 杂志 

39 企业主 房产 

40 副主任 投资/银行 

41 审计 审计 
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Appendix II Survey Questions (in English) and result 

Welcome to this survey  

 

This questioner is examining the financial statement users’ perceptions of the financial reporting 

quality in China. All questions are asked in the way of a statement. All statements should be graded 

from your personal view and they refer to Chinese founded companies in general, if not anything else 

is mentioned in the question. This questioner is entirely anonymous. The questionnaire will take 

around five to ten minutes to answer.  

Please grade all the statements on a five (5) point scale, where 1 = "do not agree at all" and 5 = 

"totally agree" 

Thank you for taking the time. 

 

 

 

1. Your Current Position: 

 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

 

 

2. Industry: 

 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

 

 

3. I always trust the figures presented by Chinese companies.  

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 - don’t agree 

at all 
2 3 4 5 - totally agree No opinion 
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4. The financial statement is the most important information stakeholders have to valuate a 

company’s performance.  

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion 

     

 

5. Companies produce more trustworthy financial reports today than for five years ago. 

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion 

     

 

6. Current Chinese accounting standards are sufficient to ensure the high quality financial 

reporting.   

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion 

     

 

7. The development of accounting standards during the last years has improved the financial 

reports.  

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion 
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8. If government control and legal actions where more effective against misstated financial 

reports, the general quality of financial reports would be higher.    

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 - don’t agree 

at all 
2 3 4 5 - totally agree No opinion 

     

 

9. Chinese companies listed abroad have higher financial reporting quality than firms not listed 

abroad. 

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion 

     

 

10. The stakeholders/users of financial reports in China have overall a good education and 

high understanding of the material.  

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion 

     

 

11. There is a shortage of highly educated personnel in China to ensure the demand for high 

quality financial reports.   

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 - Don’t agree 

at all 
2 3 4 5 - totally agree No opinion 
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12. The Chinese education system is well capable of providing professionals that holds the 

skills required for high quality financial reports.     

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5  No opinion 

     

 

13. Outside pressure to achieve expected results is an incentive for managers to manipulate 

earnings. 

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion 

     

 

14. Financially distressed companies that have a high risk being de-listed from the domestic 

stock exchanges have a higher tendency of producing unreliable financial reports.      

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion 

     

 

15. I believe non-listed companies manipulate their accounts to a less extent than listed 

companies.   

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion 
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16. Less interference from the government on the companies would have a positive effect on 

the financial reporting quality.  

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion 

     

 

17. I would trust figures presented by a governmental controlled company to a higher extent 

than a private company.   

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion 

     

 

18. A majority of companies have large controlling owners, providing these owners an 

opportunity to threaten the integrity of the companies’ financial statements.  

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion 

     

 

19. The hierarchic business system provides top management a possibility to make 

adjustments in the financial reports without conflicts with the employees preparing the reports.   

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion 
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20. China would gain a lot in financial reporting quality with a more transparent accounting 

system.  

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion 

     

 

21. The independent auditor’s report is important for evaluating the quality of financial reports. 

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 - Don’t agree 

at all 
2 3 4 5 - totally agree No opinion 

     

 

22. The independent audit significantly reduces misstatements in the financial report.   

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion 

     

 

23. The auditors involved in Chinese companies have the requested skills and independence to 

ensure the financial reporting quality.  

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion  
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24. Compared to managers abroad the Chinese managers are to a higher extent interested in 

personal gains than the interest of the company. 

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion 

     

 

25. The business ethics and morals of Chinese managers are high and helps preventing frauds 

and errors in the financial reports.   

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion 

     

 

26. Companies are in high degree using creative accounting to avoid taxes.  

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion 

     

 

27. A systematic tax reduction policy is important in many industries to be able to stay 

competitive.  

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1  2 3 4 5  No opinion 
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28. The companies investments in accounting and auditing in China can be significantly 

reduced without having to cut down quality.  

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion 

     

 

29. Chinese companies are to a high extent striving to minimize accounting and auditing cost 

at the cost of quality of financial report.   

 

(Ange endast ett svar) 

1 2 3 4 5 No opinion 

     

 

Please leave your email address if you like to get a summary of the report later on (optional) 

 

 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

 

 

Thank you  
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Appendix III - T-test  

  

T-test performed by the formula T 
 
 
 

√ 

. No figures are adjusted for negative questions. 

 
 =Matrix Average English respondents – Matrix Average Chinese respondents.    

 

Eng Chi Q

2,231 3,512 3

4,000 4,324 4

3,385 3,618 5

3,533 3,474 6

3,385 4,073 7

4,600 4,432 8

3,462 4,000 9

2,800 3,237 10

3,133 3,229 11

3,400 3,632 12

4,533 4,325 13

4,222 3,395 14

1,769 3,394 15

3,286 3,486 16

3,067 2,400 17

3,636 2,545 18

3,600 3,486 19

4,455 4,189 20

4,533 4,439 21

4,067 4,317 22

3,133 4,410 23

3,000 3,659 24

2,267 2,425 25

3,462 2,962 26

3,154 4,143 27

2,067 3,778 28

3,333 4,125 29

3,385 3,632 Median

3,389 3,667 Medel

T Test 0,0707


